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IS THE QUESTION

Catching up on much
needed sleep, Quaker
Campus Business Manager Mike Garabedian
retreats to the QC office
during lunch. The hectic
pace that many students led often left them
running from class to
meetings to practice.
The juggling routines we
engaged in prompted
us to wonder if everything we did was really
worth it.

photo by S. Forley
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Kevin Kearney runs through the Athletic
Center as part of his year-long training to
prepare for the spring lacrosse season.
Kearney, a sophomore from Maryland,
added to the team's strength, and helped
the Poets continue their victorious record.
The team, which won the Western Collegiate
Lacrosse League Championship in the spring
of 1996, geared up for another year of tough
competition against foes from across the
nation. Whittier's lacrosse teams were both
NCAA Division Ill varsity sports; it was the
women's first year at that level, but they
proved their excellence against a tough
field of competitors. photo by N. Renear
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Dressed up for
Halloween,
Stephanie Butler
briefly catches up
with her mother
while handing out
candy to
neighborhood
children who went
trick-or-treating
through some of the
residence halls.
Each year, the
InterResidence Hall
Association
sponsores the event.
photo by N. Renear
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Adding the precise detai
to his painting, Micha
Contreras works late i
the art building. Most a
students found it better t
work during the night o
their projects, when ther
were less interruptior
and they had Wardma
Gym to themselves. Th
former gym was tent
tively scheduled fc
improvements for classe

photo by T Paneti

fter the exuberant summer when Kerri Strug vaulted

A

the United States into first place in gymnastics, we
arrived at Whittier expecting new classmates and new
professors. Everyone shifted their focus from the

Olympic Games in Atlanta to the nearby changes around the
school. Campus Safety sported blue uniforms while the Spot
glowed neon orange, beckoning students and staff alike between
classes.
Once settled in the valley, we turned our attention outward,
checking the latest presidential polls on Bill Clinton's road to
reelection. We wondered what became of the Middle East process
while the nation recovered from a bomb that killed 19 soldiers in
Saudi Arabia. In fragile Iraq, Saddam Hussein violated the sacred
no-fly zone, prompting U.S. retaliations. Meanwhile, the Russian
saga continued when president Boris Yeltsin underwent heart
surgery. Amidst all the events facing the community we were left to
wonder just what the year had in store. by Toni Panetta
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Enjoying the late auturr.
weather, Linda Vera a.
Beth Newman rollerblac
in front of the Scient
Building. After hour
students used the Quo
and other areas to unwin
after a long day of class
or during the weeken
when schedules weren
so hectic. Some studen
played ultimate Frisbee (
volleyball on a week.
basis. photo by T. Panet

efore our days officially ended, we squeezed club

B

meetings, athletic practices, or midnight trips to
Norm's into our already-hectic schedules. College
extended beyond our classrooms where we discussed

Avagadro's number or Romeo and Juliet, We organized concerts,

gave tours to prospective students, and learned that student life
was more than just being a student. Our free time often saved us
from the demands of pending adulthood. We spent our weekends
dancing at the Club or joining conferences for IRHA. If we could
afford it, we caught Mel Gibson in Ransom on opening night at the
new Norwalk 20 Theater where plush chairs made movie-watching
into an art form. When we had the time and energy, we drove into
Hollywood for a night of dancing, or went to Disneyland to catch
the Mainstreet Electrical Light Parade before the lights went out
forever. Some of us preferred an escape to nature and reveled at
Joshua Tree or Big Bear, or went surfing along the coast. However
we chose to spend our well-earned free time, we realized that
Monday always meant a new week filled with responsibilities and
obligations. While we coveted our weekends, we wondered what
the best way was to balance work with pleasure. by Toni Panetta
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ukshana Manasinghe
enjoys the beach with a
friend. These are not the
beaches of California, however.
They were found in Sri-Lanka.
Munasinghe spent part of her
summer vacation at this beach
resort. courtesy of R. Manasinghe

R

eith Fisher visited the
Grand Canyon on his
way home to Colorado. He
spent his summer with his
family and worked full-time for
his father's electrical company.
Fisher enjoyed the Colorado
mountains, courtesy of K. Fisher

K

ascha Kaykas-Wolff spends
J part of his summer on the
high seas. Kaykas-Wolff was
lucky enough to escape the
hectic life on land to go sailing
with friends. His sailing days
ended when he returned for
classes, courtesy of J. Kaykas-Wolff
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Summer vacation: enjoy three months of
leisure, be with friends and family, right?
Wrong! For most students, summer meant
earning money.

students took advantace of three
onths of freedom to earn extra cash
or trcve the world

Thomas Harper worked at a
fairground. Rudy Sanchez worked for the
NBA doing athletic training. Jennifer
Stetson earned cash at Disneyland. She
stated, "The worst thing about working
was not being able to see my friends."
Some students were
able to enjoy the three
months of rest. Vu Thai
explained, "eat, sleep, and
vegetate." Rukshana
Manasinghe spent her
summer vacation with her
family in their home
country of Sri-Lanka. "It
was great to be home after
nine months of being
away," according to
Manasinghe.
When August ended,
the knowledge, memories,
and achievements of the
summer lingered as we
returned to college. by
Lisa Conlan

ophomore Chris Wachs
tests his rock climbing
skills in Sedona, California.
Wachs started his summer in
May with a round trip through
California, Nevada, and
Arizona before arriving home
in Colorado. courtesy of C. Wachs

S

hittier Scholars student
Keristofer Saryani
spent part of his summer in
Washington, D.C. Seryani took
third place nationally in the
"job interview category of a
competition for public
speakers. courtesy of K. Sarvani
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The biggest additions to the campus this
year have been the opening of The Club
and The Spot. The Club was host to many

eye

events so far this year, such as Erotic City,
IRHA sponsored movies, and a variety of
speakers. The opening of The Club
offered a solution to past years' dilemmas
of finding a suitable environment to hold
student functions. The Spot was the new
eatery on campus with late night hours.

many changes dotted the campus
when classes resumed, including
new campus safety cars

Jessica Neaves enjoyed
The Spot because, "there is
a better variety of food
than in the CI."
Also, there were new faces.
Amy Dawson, from Ohio,
coached the women's
soccer and lacrosse teams.
Bob Owens joined the
faculty as the new head
coach of the football team.
Other new additions
around campus included
the mailroom finally
getting a new paint job,
and campus safety officers
receiving new uniforms
and cars.
by Lisa Conlan
ampus safety officers
show off their new attire
and wheels by Mendenhall.
The campus safety department
received funds from the school
to update uniforms and purchase two Ford Crown
Victorias. photo b'c N. Renecir

C

he Spot is definitely a welcome addition to the campus. Opening at the beginning
of the school year, The Spot
provided an alternative to C.I.
dining. The facility featured a
grill, small salad bar, and coffee. photo by L. Con/ct,,

T
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he Club opened this year
along with The Spot. Both
were shut down a few years ago
but underwent a facelift. Students made use of renewed facility by hosting dances, speakers, talent nights, and political
debates. photo by N. Renear

T

ichelle Bookstein,sitting
outside her dorm room
in Wanberg, is one of the 338
new freshmen at Whittier. The
class of 2000 arrived on campus for orientation in September, the week before classes
started. photo by N. Renear

M

ulie Lawendowski works
the coffee bar in the newly
renovated Spot. With the reopening of the Spot, students
quickly snatched up new work
study positions to help pay for
school and college-related expenses. photo by N. Renear

J
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hile exploring Uptown
Whittier, Loi Moliga
searches for a bargain at a
vintage store in the area. Thrift
stores were popular because of
the low prices, and students
found some of the latest fads.

W

photo by M.B. Griffin

eaving for college presents
many choices and
changes, like deciding to have
a long distance relationship
with a "significant other." Neal
Drickey from Nebraska ran up
his phone bill talking to his
girlfriend, photo by N. Renear

I

eristofer Saryani, an
OWL, makes sure his
mentees Vu Thai, Timothy
Hardy, Vicki Gonzoles, Claire
Maloney, and Jennifer Swisher
enjoyed themselves at the
President's Barbecue at Dr.
Ash's house. photo by J. Farrell

K
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Over three hundred and thirty eight eager
freshmen and transfer students entered
this community in late August. "It's
difficult not to feel homesick when you

fresh faces rush across the quad as
they matriculate into long-held
traditions within the community

came from paradise, where the people
hold within them the sincere belief that we
are all members of one large ohana
(family),' said Kevin "Ka'imi" Au, in
reference to his home state of Hawaii.
On the other hand, students were
eager to start their college
experiences. "What I like
best about Whittier," Maria
Rodriguez stated, "is that
everybody's really nice."
Students arrived with very
mixed emotions about
being freshmen, leaving
the security of high school
behind. "I don't know if I
really miss high school,
because the Whittier
experience is just so new,
different, and exciting that
I don't really find myself
looking back on what was
but on what is to come,"
explained Lisette Baron.
by Mary Beth Griffin

laying pool is a popular
activity in most hall
lounges. Freshmen, including
Shannon Helling, who had
never played much pool before,
learned new games, such as
eight-ball, cutthroat, and nine-

p

ball,

photo hr MB. Griffin

ean Sakimae monitors Ball
Hall as visitors check in
and out. Getting work-study
jobs squared away was an early
year stress. Desk assistantships
were popular jobs because
people could study while they
worked.

photo hr MB. Griffin
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"I wanted a room with a view," explained
Leigha Lucas, a sophomore living in
building C of the Harris residential
complex. "What I got was air conditioning, a view of the ocean, the valley, and

lucky numbers in the residential life

Catalina Island."
Demonstrating the ability to pick a
winning room, Wardman Hall resident
Seth Farley stated that, "We have carpeted floors, sinks in all rooms, and only

lottery allowed students to snatch u
coveted on-campus rooms

five guys for two bathrooms." Farley also
claimed that, "a view of
the rose garden and an
expansive view of downtown L.A. makes Wardman
a good place to live."
Halls were reputed to be
cluttered, boxy rooms with
dust balls under the beds.
Turner resident Heather
Backer saw beyond the
stereotypes. "I like my
view. It's peaceful. I can
see the whole city and lots
of lights. On a tough day,
the view makes dorm
living worthwhile." by
SoraA. Fai1fdn
ophomore Erin O'Brien, a
transfer student from Dean
College, finds time between
classes to study anthropology
in Wardman Hall. Many
studied outside in the warm
sun. photo by S. FaifcI,,

S

aureen Cunningham
is trapped between her
homework and a phone call in
her Wanberg residence hall
room. She maintained a busy
schedule, but found time to
work as a desk manager. photo

M

by N. Renear
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I

eigha Lucas, a sophomore
in the Whittier Scholars
Program, enjoys the view of the
Los Angeles skyline from the
Harris-C balcony. She came
from nearby UNLV because
she loved the California
lifestyle, photo by S. Farfan

fter a rough day of
classes, Virgil Lyon
demonstrates to Erin O'Brien
the secrets of model cars. Lyon
transferred from Dean College.
Both grew up on the East Coast
but enjoyed the fast life in
California. photo by S. Farfán

A

lthough Chivas Dabbs
misses her home state of
Hawaii, she enjoys the
unrestricted independent life in
her Wanberg residence hall
room. Here, she was found in
her dorm room reading Moral
Animal. photo by N. Renear

A
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ave you ever behaved as
demented as the characters from Who Framed Roger
Rabbit? for a day? Adam Pava
and Greg Steele certainly had
a blast at Toontown in
Disneyland, a popular attraction for many. photo byA. Costello

H

eeping our beaches clean!
Sophomore Seth Farley
joins people across the country in National Coastal CleanUp Day. The Ecology Club
chose to help The Surfrider
Foundation in cleaning up Seal
Beach. photo by C. Durfee

K

here can be many interesting discoveries on an excursion to any of the nearby
beaches. James Dominguez
points out the multitudes of
shells to Chivas Dabbs and Tiffany Lau while exploring the
coast. photo by S. Farley

T
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downum/4.
l occtec ess than an hour from
isneyl cnd and Los Ance~ es, stucents
exporec southern Cdifornic

"The hills, baby... the hills are where it's
at. There's untamed land, it's uncontrolled... there's real wildlife up there,
humans and otherwise. You can go up
there and overlook this great expanse of
human development. Grand thoughts
come to mind. It's a pretty rare place,
there aren't many places in Los Angeles
County that are like that." For sophomore
Alex Weber, president of the Ecology
Club, escaping the antics of
urban life for the reflectiveness of nature in nearby
Turnbull Canyon was his
free-time activity of
choice. It was indicative,
however, of the diversity of
the student body.
Students had a myriad
of things they chose to do
when not in class, ranging
from surfing to philosophizing, from dancing to
daydreaming, and from
procrastinating to political
activism. Alex Weber's
trips were not a bad place
to start. by Seth Farley

or many students, just enjoying the intriguing company of friends is most rewarding. Caleb Young and Dave
Staples engage Alex Weber and
Casey Durfee in a philosophical discussion over food at the

F

Spot. photo by S. Earle)

ho says art can't be fun?
Jasmine Van den
Heuvel, Toni Amende, Nicki
Herbert, Beth Newman, Yuko
Teshima, Melissa Dougherty,
Hiro Uta, and Lisa Vera study
an Edward Kienholz piece at
MOCA in L.A. photo by S. Farley

W
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What do giant purple and yellow balloons
and a free-burning bonfire have in
common? Both were ways to celebrate

r o Y a I cwwo%4-

Homecoming in early November.

gathered at traditional

Keristofer Saryani explained that he
attended the bonfire "to support our
athletes and my friends who were
nominated for the court." Students
gathered around the bonfire on
Thursday in the upper quad to prepare for

Donfire and game to greet king
queen, princes and princesses

the big game on Saturday
and to meet the royal court.
Presentation of fall athletic
teams and a performance
by the cheerleading squad
marked the evening's
entertainment. Freshman
royalty were Jonnie Russell
and Matthew Feinberg.
Representing the
sophomore class were
Elizabeth Moore and Billy
Pierro, and Lisa Rollins
and Tyler Bardo were
crowned for the junior
royalty. Dave Stimler and
April Lake were crowned
as the royalty for fall 1996.
by Toni Panetta
s the bonfire starts blazing
the crowds quickly form
in front to warm up before the
event begins. The new
maintenance department took a
while to light the fire because
it did not have experience with

A

the tradition. photo by N. Renaer

he crowd gathered to
watch the kickoff of the
Homecoming events. The
bonfire was designed to
introduce Homecoming royalty
as well as promote the different
athletic teams that Whittier had

T

to offer. photo by N. Renear
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/

vercome with joy, April
Lake and Dave Stimler
were crowned as the
Homecoming Queen and King.
The former King and Queen
were on hand to pass the
tradition down through the
years. courtesy of A. Vaughn

Q

oming from Homecoming
coronation, Tanis Logan
and Lisa Rollins clear the field
for the start of the second half
of the football game. The
princesses were driven around
the field by four donated Ford
mustangs. photo by N. Renaer

C

erforming in front of the
crowd at the Homecoming
bonfire, the cheerleaders start
a fun-filled night in front of the
flames. The bonfire became a
tradition to excite students
about the upcoming football
game. photo by N. Renear

p
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rphe biggest attraction to the
L Homecoming Carnival
was the free circus-style rides
that were offered. "I felt like I
was a child again: I just ran
around and couldn't pick which
ride to start with," expressed
Tyler Bardo. photo by B. Pierro

ancing to the beat of
the music, Erin Nogle
shows her excitement for the
annual Homecoming carnival.
Program Board decided have a
steel band perform at the
carnival to represent the Mardi
Gras theme. photo by B. Pierro
unning down the field,
Shaun Battles works his
hardest to help the Poets win.
The day of the game was filled
with an abundance of activities,
and winning the game made for
a great finish to the weekend's
festivities, photo by N. Renear
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Every aspect of Homecoming went very
smoothly. Helping with the production of
Homecoming was a big job and we
luckily had many dedicated people

former anc current stucents share
the many aspects that homecoming
can offer to their semester

helping us this year, exclaimed Dave
Stimler, the former program board chair.
Homecoming was well-planned this year,
with activities such as the Dance, Carnival, and Coronation. There were many
opportunities for students to experience
homecoming.
The carnival was
moved to Saturday to
coincide with the Student
Alumni's Tailgate party.
"Combining the events was
a good way to integrate
alumni with current
students," said Billy Pierro,
the chairman of the
Carnival.
The Dance was held
at the Crystal Marquis for
the third consecutive year.
This made it easy for
students who walked to the
event to travel between
campus and the dance. by
Billy J. Pierro

elebrating the first and
only win of the season,
Derrick Thomas and Angel
Rivas show their excitement.
The football team was praised
for the improvement that they
showed toward the end of their
season. photo by B. Pierro
egressing back to their
childhood, Greg Steele
and Jed Gilchrist bounce during
the homecoming carnival.
With the success of the second
annual homecoming carnival,
alumni decided to join the
festivities, photo bvA. Vaughn
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Twenty different teams "fed the flame" in the
Sportsfest competition, with events ranging
from football to Connect Four. Natural Born

flame
"4

Winners Revenge and Ball Hall Banshees took
first place for the men's and women's teams,

cesGite the rcin, hich eves of

respectively. "We did it for the sweatshirts
and now we're going to Disneyland!" ex-

oarticiootion in SOOFtsfest C_.11UOFcntee

claimed James Villavert. "Feed the Flame"
was an exciting Sportsfest because it was the
first time that a lower campus team had won.

a weeenc of comoetition

"Ball Hall Banshees rule! It
was really fun to win with a
lower campus team. Ball
Hall had great spirit," said
Nicole Roman. Besides the
desire for a sweatshirt, which
was the prize for first place,
Sportsfest was a great
opportunity for a bit of
friendly competition and
exercise. "Sportsfest was a
fun experience, a neat way
for friendly competition in
between the residence halls,
and a chance to play sports
for those not on a team. It's
also a nice break from school
work," said Susie Benson. by
Mary Beth Giffin
he mystery event, much to
everyone's surprise, was
Connect Four. Kristin Helms
was frustrated because her opponent blocked her play. The
mystery event was one of the
last events before the tug-ofwar game. photo by M. B. Griffin

T

hetto Girls members

G model their banner for
the judges during opening ceremonies. Due to rain, Sportsfest began in the chapel, not the
amphitheatre. Ball Boyz and
Harris D-mons won the banner
competition. photo by N. Renear
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ohnson's Violent Femmes
use all their might to win the
final round of tug-of-war. The
event was the last of the weekend. Unfortunately, since most
of the teams already knew their
standings, they forfeited the
event, photo by M. B. Griffin

J

lthough most of the
games on the football
field were played in ankle-deep
mud, the messiest event was
cracker eating. Sarah Hendin
inhales six crackers for her
team, Harris Hellraisers, before
whistling, photo by M. B. Griffin

A

avid Stimler tries to
whistle after eating eight
crackers for his judge, Letycia
Torres-Gomez. Although it
may sound simple, whistling
after eating a handful of saltine
crackers was not the easiest of
feats. photo by M. B. Griffin

D
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ed Gilchrist, Greg Steele and
Adam Pava warm up before
their performance at The Club.
The Club offered an excellent
opportunity for students to perform on a stage that paralled
that of clubs in southern California. photo by T Panetta

J

peaking about the issues he
would advocate, Keris
Saryani participated in the political debate for Student Body
President. In The Club's opening year there was a variety of
activities sponsored by many
groups. photo by B. Pierro

S

aking a break, Mike
Leader enjoys a meal at
The Spot. The Spot served as a
food alternative when C.I.
hours did not fit into student
schedules and was used for
study groups' meetings before
classes, photo by N. Renear

T
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0

Unofficially opened in the spring of 1996,

4o~o

The Spot and The Club hosted a variety of
events, bringing Whittier College into the
'90s. With the connected facilities,

with the new unveiing of the Cluo
i nc the Spot, Whittier impresses new
stucents whi e p ~ ecsinc oH

students had two more safe, on-campus
options.
"Performing in The Club is even
better than sex. We Think. Or at least it's
similar, especially with all the people
watching and the bright lights," stated
Adam Pava and Greg
Steele. The Club gave
students a great forum to
perform and test out some
untapped skills.
When The Club and
The Spot opened their
doors, they received
criticism about how much
they cost. Overall The
Club and The Spot were
widely utilized by students
and, even though some
students might complain
about the amount of money
spent on the building of the
facility, the attendance
validated the expenditure.
by Billy J. Pierro

aking an order from
Roger Hennessey, Moira
Welch earned extra money
working at The Spot. The Spot
opened in conjunction with The
Club. The addition of the eating facility gave students an alternative to C.I. foods. photo by

T

T Panetta

pectators Bryan Davis,
Steve Benard and Dimas
Diaz watch the debate for Student Body President. The Club
proved to be the comfortable
and popular new primary site
for many student generated

S

campus events, photo by T Panetta
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Purple and gold balloons adorned
the campus while alumni and benefactors
alike swarmed to the Shannon Center to

endow"

hear President James Ash announce the
public phase of the Capital Endowment

the schoo cnnounces Jcns to

Campaign. Joe Zanetta and Bob Quinn
spearheaded the committee, whose goal

increase Whittier's endowment

was to raise $70 million within five years.
Ruth B. Shannon, for whom the
Center was named, welcomed students,

to S70 miion within five years

faculty, administration,
alumni, and donors to the
school on October 11 to
formally introduce the
"Endowing the Tradition"
endowment campaign.
According to President
Ash, the money raised
through the campaign will
be used for capital improvement projects,
including the expansion of
the library onto the North
Lawn. Plans are also
under way to renovate the
Athletic Center and Naylor
Hall to provide updated
facilities for use by future
students. by Toni Panetta
lum Don Herrema shares
his memories of college
and the academic rigors he
encountered. Herrema worked
with Richard Diehl to
coordinate alumni willing to
solicit donations from major
businesses, photo by T Panetta

A

alloons drop from the
ceiling while James Ash
shares that over $30 million has
been raised. Carrie Whittier, a
distant relative of John
Greenleaf Whittier, the school's
namesake, helped announce the
amount. photo by B. Pierro

B
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fter the brunch on the
North Lawn, Ruth B.
Shannon talks to Jennifer
Perkins about involvement in
the theater. Perkins frequently
performed in the performing
arts facility, which Shannon
funded. photo by T Panetta

A

n dow ing
The
Tradition

resident James Ash
introduces Don Herrema.
Many alumni attended the
kick-off of the "Endowing the
Tradition" Campaign. Some
students also came to the event,
which fell on Mid-Semester
Break. photo by T Panetta

p

he informal lunch, held on
the North Lawn where the
library will be extended,
allowed students to mingle with
alumni. Many students learned
about former traditions and
how Whittier helped alumni to
succeed. photo by B. Pierro

T
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repanng for a kushy office
job where she can kick up
her feet in a comfy chair?
Jessie Hawkins nevertheless
was hard at work for her job as
copy editor for the Quaker
Campus. The QC was printed
each Thursday. photo by S. Farley

P

ne of the most visible
positions on campus is
with Bon Appetit, the food service company running the C.I.
It also catered on-campus
events like the Capital Campaign, which Marcia Cardenas
worked. photo by B. Pierro

O

11 work and no play? The
elect few who worked as
Faculty Masters' Assistants
reaped the benefits of working
for faculty members, including
free pizza, as in the case of
Vicky Yang and Christine
LeBlanc. photo by T Panetta

student
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Whether it was work-study to pay the college
bill, an on-campus position to earn extra
money, or an off-campus job that related to a
future career, there were many employment

afforcing scoo anc genera Wing
osts sent stucents into the coTmunity

options available to students.
Senior Shefali Desai liked her job as
an Admissions Fellow because she got to "talk
to seniors in high school."
For Steve Betancourt, who was both

to ec rn necessary cas

the organist for a La Mirada church and
director of the hand-bell
program at Saint Linus, his
jobs related to his career
aspirations. "I want to go into
sacred music and be the one
who directs the music," he
shared. Regarding his
position as organist, Steve
said, "I was hired on an
interim basis... but in January
it will be five years that I
have worked there ... now I do
almost all of the services as
well as special events,
weddings, and funerals."
Drawing on his experience,
Betancourt said, "be versatile,
it's the only way you can get
ahead." by Seth Farley

iltering feed for the kangaroo rats that the botany department recently received, is
work-study student Aaron
Mickelson. Work study positions provided additional learning experience and a bit of extra cash. photo by N. Renear

F

ordan Heintz's father owns
a coffeeshop in Oregon. It
was natural that Jordan was an
asset in the Spot. His experience at his father's shop and
previous employment at
Friday's made him an obvious
choice. photo by T Panetta

J
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Although the campaign trail
began years earlier, the race for the
presidency was not as heated as in years

baiiotytAi.

past. Ross Perot's second bid for the Oval
Office enhanced competition in the arena,
while renowned consumer advocate Ralph
Nader put his name with the Green Party.
Bob Dole and Jack Kemp campaigned
straight through election day on November 5th, but came short when incumbent

as Bill Clinton was sworn in for
another four years, California
struggled with 209's effects

Bill Clinton claimed
victory with a sweeping
majority. In Congress, the
Republican Party retained
control, which increased
demands for bipartisan
policies in the upcoming
years.
California voters
also decided the future of
affirmative action within
the state with the passing
of controversial Proposition 209, which called for
an end to quota-based
programs. Another state
referendum legalized
marijuana for medical
uses. by Toni Panetta
ddres sing the issue of
foreign policy, Erin
Brooks emphasizes Clinton's
experience. Brooks and David
Phong represented the
Democratic Club at the
presidential debate held
October 29. photo by T Panetta

A

hile attending a rally
against Proposition
209, Laura Fleagle indicates
that she is a registered voter.
Students voiced their opinions
about the California Civil
Rights Initiative long before the
election. photo by T Panetta
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ne of the coordinators of
the state-wide campaign
to stop Proposition 209
addresses students at a rally
sponsored by the Ecology
Club. Opponents of the bill
traveled by bus to protest the
state initiative, photo by T Panetta

O

t a discussion about the
California Civil Rights
Initiative, Alex Weber learned
more about the measure. The
discussion, sponsored by the
Department of MexicanAmerican Affairs, was open to
the city. photo by T Panetta

A

uring the mock debate
sponsored by Pi Sigma
Alpha, the political science
honorary society, George Sofa
and Mark Neria present the
Republican platform. Panel
members answered audience
questions. photo by T Panetta
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ith professor Dr. Mike
en diligently works on
computer in preparan for his next class.
)mputers became a
tjor part of communicain on the campus for
idents and faculty.
Dfessors used the
:ernet and, by sending
jick mail to one
other, meetings were
anged at the stroke of a
y. photo by N. Renear

anging in the balance while the Revisioning
Committee discussed the future of Whittier's
curriculum, January Interim became the favorite
topic of discussion for both students and faculty.
When the faculty and administration began the process of
reconfiguring the school's academic core, current department
offerings were scrutinized under a microscope.
Although both the Speech Pathology & Audiology and the
Geology majors were eliminated, close examination of various
programs made us realize that we benefited most from the faculty,
whose dedication to learning inspired us to also invest in scholarly
learning.
Many professors asked students to collaborate on research
projects, giving us the opportunity to explore similar interests indepth while also getting to know our mentors and advisors beyond
the classroom.
We realized that the relationships we developed with our
professors were as integral as the texts that we analyzed. Although
controversial, the Revisioning process asked us what we valued
most about our education. by Toni Panetta
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Cece Carlucci holds the record for umpiring the most consecutive games in
baseball history. He was one of the many
guest speakers who came and talked at
the Garrett, Hartley, and Johnson Houses,
which constituted the Faculty Masters
Program. photo by N. Renear

Dr. Joe Price and his wife Bonnie are
captivated by the presentation given in
their home. There were many rewards
with the Faculty Masters Program, such
as personal interaction with students and
a chance to ignite their interests through
Fireside Chats. photo by N. Renear
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Cultural enrichment is just one of the
multiple assets of the Fireside Chats.
Here, Johnson House Faculty Master Dr.
Rafael Chabrán joined several students
enjoying the interesting doll creations a
speaker brought to the student and faculty audience. photo by N. Renear

Daughter of
long-past and
long-running
Whittier College
football coach
George Allen,
Jennifer Allen
joined students
in Garrett house
to discuss her
autobiography.

where
the

photo by T
Panetta

houses
"The Faculty Masters Program is one of the best
reasons to be at Whittier College... since I plan to publish novels some day it really helps to be eating dinner
with published writers. I've gotten to meet a lot of writers that I've already read. Dr. Price knows a lot of writers, Dr. Chabrán has a deep cultural heritage to draw from,
and Dr. Hunt is quite a music enthusiast, but they're all
so versatile," explained Elizabeth Freudenthal.
Those students astute enough to capitalize on the

are
homes

wide-ranging benefits of the Faculty Masters Program
realized how valuable an addition it was to our campus.
Three different faculty members were selected to live on
campus in the Faculty Masters'
Homes and were then responsible for
providing dinner lectures, guest
speakers, and field trips for the student body.
"You're learning how to talk
to people from so many different
walks of life -- there are cooks, archaeologists, writers,
umpires --you're cultivating conversation skills and learning how to interact with people from different disciplines
on a very personal level," commented senior Shefali
Desai. by Seth Farley
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Lindsey Badillo
enjoys a short
break from her
research, which
shows how
recreational land
from both today
and the past is
currently being
used. The
surveys covered
park land in the
inner city and
low-income
areas to see how
public land could
be used to
benefit the
people. photo by

how
the

ectir t

C. Swift

The camaraderie among the 14 students and eight

professors who collaborated on the environmental jus-

gets

tice research grant over the summer was expressed by
Sharon Hoekstra, "We weren't just number crunchers.
They were all an equal part of a team.
Most students agreed that the hardest part of the
internship was working with people from such diverse

used

backgrounds. Chris Cardott felt, "The most difficult aspect of the project was getting people from very different
backgrounds to work together."
William Ortiz expressed that, "the diverse backgrounds and modes of thinking of the team members allowed for results that comprised different points of view." Valerie Termini shared, "The most important aspect of the internship at Whittier College was that the college is making
the student much more desired in the
/
job arena, after school."
Mike Ambrose elaborated about the skills he
learned that will help after graduation, and how he was
able to develop new frienships within a professional arena.
Cardott felt the skills learned made the students more marketable in "the real world." by Brian Fitton
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Brian Yates tackles difficult problems.
Students working on the internship
worked together in small teams to study
various aspects of the internship's goals.
Interns used the Thomas Guide to better
understand recreational land use trends
over the past 65 years. photo by C. Swift

Valerie Termini and Dianna Barrantes
enjoy friendships built while working
over the summer. Many new
relationships developed while the
students worked and lived together. The
friendships promised to endure after the
end of the internship, photo by C. Swift

Mike Ambrose enjoys some tunes.
Student workers learned new skills
during the summer internship, including
how to use the Geographical Information
Systems (GIS). The new skills enhanced
the students' marketability in the job
arena after graduation. photo by C. Swift
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On October 23, there was a movie night
for Psi Chi, Psychology Club, and psychology classes. Sitting far back center,
Rolando Gorbea gave a sypnosis of the
movie, A Clechmont Orange. It was one
opportunity to examine therapy and violent behavior, photo by S. A. Faifán

Edward Camacho, president of the Sigma
Pi Sigma Society, scrambles through the
selection of movies for next meeting.
The students usually selected a movie relating to physics and open discussions
afterwards. The society was very active
this year. photo by S. A. Farfán
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Jason Pingol makes his regular visits to
Dr. Bob Hines' office in the science building. Pingol was a member of Psi Chi,
but students also participated in the Psychology Club. Pingol was a senior in the
Scholar's Program who planned to graduate in December. photo by S. A. Fa,fán

Jose Burgos is
president for
Sigma Tau Delta
as well as
Omicron Psi.
Sigma Tau Delta
was Whittier's
branch of the
national English
honorary society.
It also sponsored
the annual
publication of
the Literary
Review, photo
by S. A. Faifán

who
gets

asked

National honorary societies were very alive on campus. President Jedehiah Gilchrist, of Omicron Delta
Kappa, a leadership society, remarked that in order "to
be eligible for ODK, one must be at least a junior, be in

to

the upper 35 percent of the school in terms of academic
ranking, and demonstrate leadership in one of five areas:
scholarship, athletics, campus/community service, journalism or media, and creativity in performing arts."
James Krueger, the president of Phi Sigma Tau,

I

0
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the philosophy society, said that Phi Sigma Tau helps to
provide a forum for discussion and explanation on various philosophical topics for interested students. The student must maintain a "3.0 GPA in
three philosophy classes."
Other National Honor societies followed similar rules. Some
of the societies included Omicron Psi
for non-traditional students, Pi Sigma
Alpha in the area of political science,
Delta Phi Upsilon in the field of education, and Phi Alpha Theta in the area of history. To be admitted, students
needed to be in good academic standing. These clubs
added a new dimension to the school that students used
to their advantage, by Sora. A. Farfán
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The Math Club
invited Dr.
Kenneth Ross,
not pictured, to
speak to students
with math majors
and interested
non-majors.
Ross introduced
his recently
published
undergraduate
text in mathematics titled
Elementary
Analysis: The
Theory of
Calculus. photo
by S. A. Faifán

The academic clubs on campus served as mediums to involve students in issues relating to their fields
of study. Chad Collins, president of the Economics Club
said, "Our students gain knowledge of current
economics... .The difference between our club and other
student clubs is that we focus on the opportunities for
Whittier College graduates. Whether it is Grad School
or a job, the opportunities are out there. We just help
students."
On October 18, Dr. Kenneth A. Ross, from the
University of Oregon, gave a speech for the Math Club.
Kevin St. Jean gave a synopsis of the speech: "he offered
a colloquium on the mathematics of
card shuffling. How many times
should a person shuffle a deck of
cards to get the cards to be significantly random? Seven times."
Other recognized academic
clubs on campus were Speech, Language and Hearing Association, Pre Law, Psychology,
Society of Physics, and Honorary Art History Society of
Whittier College. Clubs such as these can often be used
to obtain connections that will help Whittier College students when they graduate. by Sora A. Farfán
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The Social Work Council club met with
speakers and members of the honorary
NASW association. The speakers and
members discussed issues related to the
area of social work. The council members received a check as the fruits of their
hard social work. photo by S. A. Faifdn

The Chemistry Club, also known as Club
Chem, took a field trip to the LAPD crime
lab. Dr. Devin limoto commented, 'We
take a tour to know how the LAPD analyzes crime scenes. They analyze everything but the body. They did the OJ
Simpson trial." photo by S. A. Faifdn

Chad Collins, far left, is president of the
school's Economics Club. He shared that
his club "explores job opportunities for
club members along with intership positions. Also, the club focused on economics in the environment and work place."
photo by S. A. Farfán
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Professor Leslie Howard discusses with
a class the findings of their field research.
Professors from diverse departments
worked with students on the Environmental Justice Internship. Faculty members worked with students while sharing
their research. courtesy of C. Swift

Professor Francine Engel lectures on case
law (Brown v. Board of Education). Research was important to the college, because it brought recognition and prestige
to the institution through publication.
Professors at Whittier included students
in their research. photo by N. Renear
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Anne Kiley presents her work on Walter
Scott at a Sigma Tau Delta meeting. Faculty research was a large part of college
life around the country. Students were
lucky because professors were willing to
share their research before submitting it
for publication, photo by B. Fitton

Jeff Henderson
and Professor
Fred Bergerson
are going over
field data in the
Keck lab. Many
work study
students aided
professors in
research. The
biology department used work
study students to
analyze samples
and data in the
two year old lab
on the roof of the
science building.
courtesy of C. Swift
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studies

Many faculty members did research in their respective disciplines to further their own knowledge.
Much of the faculty's research was shared with students,
either through work study, internships, or lectures given
on campus at Faculty Masters' houses.
Dr. Anne Kiley presented her work on the nature
of the heroines in Walter Scott's novels Rob Roy, Red
Gauntlet, and Waverly. Her research continued as she
analyzed more of Scott's works.

get
done

Dr. Wendy Furman presented research on modem visual representations of the serpent in Milton's Paradise Lost. The representation of the serpent in the temptation and banishment of Adam and
Eve was seen in many contemporary
works by female artists.
Doctors Cheryl Swift and
Stephen Goldberg of the biology department both shared their research
with work study students. Their research included the feeding habits of desert packet mice
and looking for intestinal parasites in reptiles. Dr.
Goldberg's research in reptilian intestinal parasites has
led to the discovery of two species of intestinal parasites,
to be named after him. by Brian Fitton
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Inside the
Whittier College
health center,
Flora Goodale
and Dr. William
H. Stimmler look
over the day's
schedule. Dr.
Stimmler enjoys
donating his time
to the college.
He said, "It is my
community
service, promoting the well
being of the
college students." photo by

S. A. Farfán

Outside academic and class involvement, many
departments contributed to the Whittier College community. Mr. Martin Ortiz, Director of the Center of Mexican American Affairs explained, "I work here because
I'm a firm believer in our students and their needs. We
open doors! The CMAA serves as a support program for
the college's Latino students, and any other student who
asked for help."
Vice president of the advancement office Joseph
Zanetta explained that the "office maintains relations with
alumnus, parents, and friends of the college and raises
private support to help finance the college. . . with the
goal of raising $70 million before the
end of the century."
Dr. William H. Stimmler from
the health office remarked, "I'm involved with the college because of the
support I receive from this community."
When asked about the diversity on campus, Bon
Appetit's catering manager said, "I like the diversity and
the variety of the students. It's better than being in the
retail area; the campus is more like a family, our own
tight community." by Sora A. Farfán
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Campus gardeners Anthony Tisnado,
John Martinez, and Dale Ayraud, from
Johnson Controls, agreed on the location
of their job. Whittier College provided
an enjoyable experience for gardening.
Mr. Martinez happily exclaimed, "I'm
close to home." photo by S. A. Faifán

Mr. Martin Ortiz and Mrs. Rose
Hernandez discuss academic issues with
Juan Carlos Ledezma. A Whittier alumnus, Mr. Ortiz was the first Latino student to attend the College. He enrolled
here immediately after serving in the Marine Corps. photo by S. A. Faifán

Bob McQuinn, Joe Zanetta, Jon Meer,
Chris Nelson, and Bobby Ilieva are adding figures. Mr. Zanetta, vice president
for advancement, explained Whittier's incentive to raise funds by the year 2000.
The school had raised over $31 million
in their drive, photo by S. A. Fwfdn
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On the first night of Honors Weekend,
prospectives and their hosts have an opportunity to talk while enjoying a snack
at The Spot. Bruno Daltro, one of the
high school students, digests a famous
Spot quesadilla while he examined his
surroundings. photo by M. B. Griffin

Urmi Kar, admissions counselor, listens
attentively to a prospective. The Alumni
Lunch was an annual Honors Weekend
event where alumni got together with current Honors Weekend students to have
lunch and talk about their experiences at
their weekend. photo by N. Renear
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Keith Fisher and members of the Office
of Admissions help themselves to taco
salads at the Alumni Lunch in The Club.
This lunch was exciting because prospective students got to meet many people
who were in their position once and now
attended 'Whittier. photo by N. Renear

Students mingled
with high school
seniors during the
Alumni Lunch at
High School
Honors Weekend.
Alumni got an
opportunity to
share honor
stories, or
otherwise, about
the interviews and
the whole Honors
Weekend experience.
Prospectives
welcomed any
and all advice the
alums could give.
photo by N. Renear

when
the

Onors

The most important recruiting period for incoming freshmen was in late November during High School
Honors Weekend. Honors Weekend gave a select number of high school students an opportunity to explore
Whittier College life. They stayed with host students
and visited different classes, including a Freshman Writing Seminar.
"I loved it because I had a lot in common with
my prospective student so we had plenty to talk about.

come
here

When/If she comes here next year I'll feel good that I
may have influenced her decision," said Marina Butler.
The purpose of Honors Weekend was a scholarship competition, therefore, there was
an interview sometime during the
weekend. "I think that Honors Weekend is important for the high school
students because it gives them a taste
of what will happen to them next
year," commented Dawn Finley.
Most of the hosts had been Honors Weekenders
themselves and decided to be hosts. "I had tons of fun
during my honors weekend so I decided to host. It was
nice being on the other end, being a host, not being
hosted," said Beth Newman. by Mary Beth Griffin
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Whittier College
coaches gather to
celebrate a 21-15
victory after
defeating the
various Whittier
College athletes
in the annual
softball Intramural Championship. Both
students and
faculty enjoyed
the Intramural
sports leagues.
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photo by S. A. Fa,fán

After teaching and grading papers, the profes-

take
part

sors took time off to play against the students in the intramural games. Coach Steve Garcia was in charge of
the organization of the games that were made "up of staff,
faculty, and coaches."
Associate Dean of Students David Leonard
shared, "It's a great opportunity to play with students,
great exercise, and fun, too."
Mark Bistricky, alumnus and Staff Assistant Director, said, "It's great that students and staff can come
together and play. This contributes to the idea of the
Whittier College Community."
In other instances, the faculty
participated with the students in poetry readings "to allow the students
to select the poems [and read them]
in a public place.. .to promote LatinAmerican poetry on campus," said
Dr. Gustavo Geirola.
Dr. Doreen O'Connor, a Spanish professor, when
asked about poetry, explained that "poetry is the essence
of life whether in Spanish or in English. It helps us share
our dreams, emotions, and thoughts. It makes us know
we are alive." by Sora A. Far
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Freshman Mary Beth Griffin and C.I.
manager J.P. Dozier trade baseball secrets
while waiting inside the C.I. Dozier's
wife, Sophia Dozier, joined her husband
in the intramural softball games. She
explained that playing the game was,
"Just for fun." photo by S. A. Farfán

Dr. Doreen O'Connor and Dr. Gustavo
Geirola discuss with Elizabeth Martinez
possible poems for reading days. Spanish 450 sponsored "A Night of Entertainment" in The Spot and read Spanish poetry to an audience comprised of faculty
and students. photo by S. A. Faifdn

Dr. Charles Adams, Dr. Mike McBride,
and Dr. Andrew Wulff commented on
losing to the students in the softball finals. McBride said, "We have fun but
pull some muscles." Coach Owens advised the staff to beat the students, "It's
all in the wrist." photo by S. A. Faifán
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Jess Beattie and Jam
Dutra separate candy f
children from the comm
nity. Many studen
participated in the tric
or-treat program, whi
occurred in Ball, Johnso
and Stauffer. Students ft
it was a fun opportunity
celebrate Hallowee
They wore costumes ar
talked with the childr
who came through ti
halls, photo by N. Rene

hifting our focus from academia, we immersed ourselves
in various organizations and events to express our per-

S

sonalities. Choices were unlimited, because we could
create clubs to meet our own needs, like AOKP.

Whether we performed on stage or worked with students through

the Fifth Dimension program, we found ways to fill time with
enriching activities.
The campus offered innumerable options for involvement,
ranging from membership in academic clubs to positions in student
government. Students reviewed their options in the upper quad
during student activities fair and signed up where curiosity led
them.
We learned more about ourselves and our neighbors when
we attended Diverseldentity Week, which was coordinated by
SOMA. We let loose on the weekends at different theme-oriented
events held in the Club.
After our classes came to an end, we explored and enhanced
our campus by facilitating events for others. As we scheduled
various activities, we wondered what else we could do to improve

the campus. by Toni Panetta
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Members of the Ecology Club talk to in- Artorian Order of the Knights of Pendragon
terested students about their activities. (AOKP) members explain to new students
Many clubs originated from major issues what they are all about. The sunshine and
affecting society today. The fair gave these food encouraged new and returning stuorganizations the opportunity to educate dents to attend the activities fair. They were
students on what they hoped to accomplish able to ask questions and enjoy a barbethroughout the year. photo by T Panetta cued meal from the CI. photo by T Panetta

Ann Belknap and her Thalian sisters talk
to students about their society. On-campus societies were an important part of life
for many students. The societies sponsored
dances, car washes, and other programs,
as well as community service projects,
which benefited all. photo by T Panetta
Professor Chuck Hill, alumni Brett
Schraeder and Kristin Westmoreland, and
junior Jamie Stone talk to students about
getting involved on campus. Hosting prospective students and giving tours were two
of the highlights of the school's recruiting
program. photo by T Panetta
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activities Fair: presenting the
chance for new students to
learn about what the campus
has to o±er dung the or-hours

Sunglasses, shorts, and
tons of sun highlighted InterClub's
annual activities fair in the upper quad. The
activities fair, which introduced new students to the
various activities, clubs, and organizations on campus, brought large crowds of new and transfer students.
The beautiful weather encouraged many students to wander amongst the tables, and chat with representatives from the various organizations and clubs on campus. New organizations and
clubs were represented at the fair, along with societies and both
academic and nonacademic clubs. The options presented ranged
from the physics club to the
cheerleading squad.
While most students wandered
around the tables asking questions of
the members of various groups, others
enjoyed the barbecue dinner, which was
served on the upper quad's lawn.
Many freshmen and transfer students gathered information and joined clubs of interest, while others used the activities
fair to learn more about campus life. Societies spread the word
about upcoming events, including open houses and rushes, while
the admissions office asked for more volunteers, by Brian Fitton
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tuc ents tae remnsbility for solving
campus problems, addressing peer
concerns, and allocating funds for
events on cam us

The Council of Representatives, (C.O.R.), and InterSociety Council,
(I.S.C.), were two forums where students could go to
voice their concerns. I.S.C. was specifically for societies' concerns, while C.O.R. was available to every member of the student body. "I'm on C.O.R. to
have a direct effect on the decisions made on this
campus, and, at the same time, represent the diverse student body
at Whittier," said Keristofer Saryani.
The main purpose of C.O.R. was to ensure that all the clubs
on campus were properly funded. They took money from the student fees and divided it among all the clubs while providing interesting programs and speakers. "C.O.R.
serves several functions. It is an organization through which A.S.W.C. is represented, and it is responsible for the
allocation of over $100,000 a year,"
said Mike Garabedian.
Unlike C.O.R., I.S.C. was acouncil where societies could go to voice their problems and concerns
and work with the administration to solve society-related issues.
"Basically it's a way to get all the societies to work together and be
more cohesive on campus. We coordinate all of the open houses
and rushes," said Renae Waestman. by Mary Beth Griffin
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Party-goers Doug Sutherland and Julie Ash
take time out of dancing at the Decade
Dance sponsored by InterSociety Council
to grab a cool drink. This was the first activity that I.S.C. sponsored for the whole
student body. I.S.C. promoted cooperation
between societies. photo by T Panetta

Nicole Jackson proudly receives her ballot
to vote for C.O.R. elections. It was a record
year for the election because more people
ran for the three positions of secretary, vice
president, and president, and more people
voted. High initial turnout forced a runoff
for the presidency. photo by M.B. Griffin
MONMENT
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Vicky Yang, a candidate for the position of
president, posts her campaign posters in the
mail room during election week. Because
of the buildings newly painted exterior,
rules were strictly enforced and some
people got their posters taken down for
publicity violations, photo by N. Renear
Mike Garabedian explains the campaigning process to Billy Pierro, Amanda
Vaughn, and Felicia Rangel. The information included posting and mailing regulations for publicity. Pierro won his campaign for vice president and Vaughn won
for secretary. photo by T Panetta
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Being nominated as a Homecoming prince
or princess is one of the biggest honors of
every fall semester. Juniors Andrea Barber, Julie Lawendowski, and Brandy Quinn
sat at the election table outside the mail
room, where students nominated and voted
for Homecoming royalty. photo by N. Renear

Ginny Wilbourn decorates the football field
in preparation for the Homecoming game.
The Homecoming activities were important
on campus because they promoted unity
between various people and organizations
on campus, from alumni to current students
to the football team. photo by A. Vaughn

Alison Rodriguez and Stephanie Johnson
stop outside of Knott's Scary Farm. The
Freshman Class planned many excursions
to events in Los Angeles, like a pro basketball game and a trip to Knott's Scary Farm,
to increase freshman participation in school
sponsored events. courtesy of A. Rodriguez
Students joust at the Homecoming carnival on Saturday. The carnival included
many fun activities like a velcro wall, a gyroscope, and a jumping castle. The carnival, Tent City, provided a good opportunity for students and alumni to mingle in a
relaxed setting. photo by A. Vaughn
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ork behind the scenes from
Program Board, InterCiub, and
the Freshman Class Council
provided interesting programs
There were many clubs
that worked behind the
scenes to provide interesting events and programs on
campus. Three of those clubs were Program Board,
InterClub, and Freshman Class Council.
The purpose of Program Board was 'to provide entertainment for the students. We provide the
really big events like Homecoming, Luminarias, and Spring Sing.
We also bring some comedians, bands, and hypnotists to campus,"
said Farrah Clemens. InterCiub linked all the clubs with C.O.R.
"It [Interclub] is an opportunity for all the clubs to voice their goals
for the campus. It's also a chance for everyone to make the campus
better and get involved in campus life,"
said Rebecca Kellogg. Freshman Class
Council tried to "increase freshman participation and increase school spirit.
For example, we've gone to many basketball games to give them a cheering
section," said Trena Salcedo.
These clubs tried to increase the student involvement and
participation in school-related events and tried to make sure that
students were informed about campus activities. Through their
efforts, students were able to attend Friday Film Nights, the activities fair, and field trips to local attractions. by Mary Beth Griffin
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he array of religious clubs oiered alternatives to the party life, opportunities to get
involved, and discussion on spiritual ililfillment

Many students engaged in
student life and party life while at
Whittier. Spiritual life was also a large part of countless students' lives while away from home. At Whittier we had many religious offerings, including: Chi
Alpha Christian Society, Newman Club, Jewish Student Association, Iota Chi and The Atheist and Agnostics Society, along with a Sunday morning nondenominational
church service held in the Chapel. Students also formed small
Bible study groups, for more one-on-one discussions on spiritual
fulfillment.
James Villavert believed, "Being away from home and
joining the Newman Club allowed me
to find myself and sustain my faith."
Brandy Quinn shared, "I feel that it is
important that Whittier offers many opportunities for spiritual life."
The creation of a spiritual life
through the clubs was important to
many students, and was also a chance to make lasting friendships
on campus. Ed Camacho felt, "You can only get out of your involvement the effort you put in to it."
Campus religious organizations gave students a grounding in the school and beyond. by Brian Fitton
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James Villavert, Claudia Murrilo, Cheryl
Wong Po Foo, Ellen Yan, Victor Martin,
Joanna Cucchi, and Susie Benson pray at
the Newman Club meeting. Spirituality on
campus grew with the introduction of new
clubs and societies and increased membership in existing clubs, photo by M. B. Griffin

Christie Cosand, Nicole Flaten, and Matt
Tye listen as alumnus and former member
of Iota Chi Jeremy Cosand reads from the
Bible to a meeting of Iota Chi. Many religious organizations allowed students to
balance spirituality with academic demands
while away from home. photo by M. B. Griffin

Keith Jones and Isaac Miranda enjoy a
showing of Inherit the Wind at an Atheist
and Agnostic Society sponsored movie
night. Movie nights were a fun way for
clubs to get together and discuss issues that
have been presented by Hollywood's interpretation of things. photo by B. Fitton
The Newman Club watches a presentation
of School Ties, a movie that depicted the
tension between religion and campus life.
Nondenominational church services were
held every Sunday morning in the Chapel
and were open to the entire Whittier College community. photo by M. B. Griffin
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The choir runs through a dress rehearsal for
this year's popular Madrigal Feaste. The
event's royal court included Lord Jason
Pingol, Queen Sharon Hoekstra, Beefeaters Geoff Stults and Eric Lizer, Jester Billy
DeClerq, and Lady Nicole Roman, with a
large supporting cast. photo by T Panetta

Augie Seaman, Robert Mann, and Adrienne
Costello rehearse a song for this year's
Madrigal Feaste. The event has become a
tradition for the choir, which performed
songs and plays while serving dinner to the
audience. This year was the 16th year of
Madrigal Feaste. photo by T Panetta

Members of the choir perform a number
from the closing act of Cabaret. Cabaret
was a production of a coffee house cabaret
directed by Stephen Gothold. The choir
performed European folk tales acapella,
thus surrounding the audience with sweet
melodies, photo by B. Fitton
Queen Sharon Hoekstra, King J.R. Luker,
and Beefeater Geoff Stults entertain the
crowd during the dinner. Madrigal Feaste
performance included a brass ensemble,
bell ensembles, and Renaissance songs all
performed while serving a traditional Olde
English meal. photo by T Panetta
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aughing, singing, and dancing
through the evening, the choir
served up a weekend's worth of entertainment
to hungry audiences for the holidays

Whittier Colleges
choir puts on several performances each year for the
students and surrounding community. Two of these
were Cabaret and Madrigal Feaste.
Cabaret was an informal night of music, comprising solos, duets, and small groups performing
show tunes, and golden oldies, along with performances by the entire choir to open and close the show. Billy
DeClerq performed a hilarious solo from Camelot, while Nicole
Roman brilliantly performed Chopin on the piano.
Madrigal Feaste was an evening of lots of food along with
singing and instrumental performances done by the choir. The dinner consisted of a seven-course meal,
which was served throughout the performance, by members of the choir who
serenaded the audience.
This year was the sixteenth Madrigal Feaste that the Whittier College
choir has performed under the direction
of Stephen Gothold. The performance ran from December 4 through
December 8th, with a free partial production during lunch on December 5th. According to veteran performer Adam Pava, 'Every
year it just pulls together. I believe this year's performance will be
one of the best." by Brian Fitton
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uffluliating anc depressing circumstances in everycay interactions ecome art on stage 3efore
a crowc of theater-lovers
Lights went
up again, the
curtain rose, and the cast was on stage to take a bow.
Audience members left having seen yet another fabulous performance from the theater department. What
the audience didn't see was the time, the effort, and
the dedication that went into the final performance.
Showing their diversity and talent, Theater Production put
on four plays during the year: The Miser Playboy of the Western
World, Romeo and Juliet, and Angles Fall.
The quality of the performances were good indicators of
the time and effort the crew and actors devoted to the productions.
For both theater majors and interested non-majors, the productions drew
participants from the college community for each show. Individuals filled
positions that ranged from working behind the scenes painting flats and sets
to starring in the lead roles for each performance.
Jennifer Perkins, a junior who had several years of acting
experience prior to attending Whittier, summed up the theater experience, "People think theater is just acting, but it's everything:
art, literature, history." by Lisa Conlan
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Theater Production members work to prepare the set for one of the fall plays. Being
a member of theater included more than just
rehearsing lines; everyone pitched in to
make sure that the show would be ready
on time. It usually took four to five weeks
to prepare for a show. photo by N. Renear

J.R. Luker works behind the scenes putting the set together. Many long hours were
spent sanding, sawing, and painting to construct the sets used throughout the year. The
performers were not the only stars. Production would not be possible without the
people behind the scenes. photo by N. Renear

Jennifer Perkins turns her back on Dimas
Diaz's pleading in The Miser. Perkins, a
junior, had been a part of the theater department for three years, but began acting
at age seven. Diaz, also a junior, had been
cast in four plays. "It's given me a lot more
confidence,' Diaz stated. photo by N. Renear
Michelle Logan displays her acting ability
in The Miser, which was directed by a
Whittier alumnus. The performers spent
weeks working with the director, memorizing lines, and going to rehearsal to perfect the production before opening night in
the Shannon Center. photo by N. Renear
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In the Bonnie Bell Wardman Library, Outside Mendenhall, which housed the
Nancy Canene spends many hours study- business and registrar's offices, seniors
ing, like many off-campus students. She Guillermo Galindo and Peter Kenney dishad no doubts about the future, and she al- cuss possible internship positions. They
ways had a positive attitude towards her agreed that living off campus was better and
goals. She said, "I know that we can all explained, "We like the independence and
have a good future." photo by S. Farfdn
the freedom." photo by S. Farfán

Soma Hernandez Beam, from Grand Prairie, Texas, makes regular visits to The Spot.
She made plans to write résumés during the
spring semester, and she hoped to have job
interviews by Fall 1997. Students who
lived off campus found it easier to concentrate on plans for the future. photo by S. Farfán
Chris Rangel, Derek B acorn, Jeff Green,
and the cook, Juan Perez, are working in
The Spot. Rangel and B acorn were seniors
while Green was a graduate student pursuing his master's degree. They all missed
the campus activities, but they enjoyed living off campus. photo by S. Farfdn
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nc eenc ence anc fi'eecom allowec
stuc ents who livec o campus to
exerience the at home unc ergrac uate
life to the lillest extent
"My home away from home. I like the
independence, and I am not under mom's and
dad's roof," said Joe Rodriguez.
Living off campus was enjoyed by many
Whittier College students. Chris Rangel expressed,
"I feel that when I go home, I at least have some kind
of privacy and a sense of independence."
The comforts of living off campus, according to Derek
B acorn, included having "my own room, bathroom, kitchen, living
room, garage, front and back yard, jacuzzi, built-in barbecue pit,
and all for less that what it would cost me to live in one of the
dormitories on campus." He added, "mainly, though, [living-off
campus is] to get away from everyone."
Yolanda Arteaga said "I prefer living off campus. I have my own room.
I have my privacy, and I can sleep without being disturbed."
Despite the comforts of living off
campus, the students agreed that independence had a price. They had to work to support themselves, but
still needed the support from parents. For graduate student Jeff
Green, money came from various places. He said, "I work for The
Spot..., and the unbelievable support of my mom and dad" helped
him pay for his living expenses at Whittier. by Sora A. Faifán
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ommunity service projects occu ied
the time of campus organizations as they
wol, ec to im?rove oth the Whittier community
and t e greater L.A. area
This year student groups
on campus involved themselves in
community service, helping to improve the greater
Whittier area. Student organizations like IRHA,
SPCF, and the societies continued to interact with the
community every year.
Annually IRHA and SPCF sponsored a
haunted house, run by SPCF, and trick-or-treating through Ball,
Johnson and Stauffer Halls for the children of the surrounding community. The haunted house was run in Ball Hall's basement by
volunteers and members of SPCF, while residents of Ball, Johnson
and Stauffer passed out candy provided by IRHA to the children.
Societies also have annual community service projects. The lonians
donated a Saturday afternoon to help
Habitat for Humanity work on a house
in the Whittier area. The Palmer Society participated in AIDS Walk Los Angeles, as well as helping to repaint
Broadoaks elementary school behind Philadelphia House.
The men's lacrosse team helped out at Friends Church with
the church's homeless project. The teammates served at the food
line and helped in assisting with the needs of the homeless while
they where at the church. by Brian Fitton
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Adam Pava scares the community children
at SPCF's haunted house. The Society for
Childhood Preservation's annually haunted
house scared and thrilled parents and children alike. The haunted house included
Frankenstein's bride, the toy box ninja, and
other assorted ghouls. photo by B. Fitton

With a facial add-on for the Halloween
children's event, Greg Steele haunts a dorm
hall prior to the arrival of the smaller trickor-treaters. Over the years, the event has
gained the reputation of a fun and safe alternative allowing children to participate in
the annual celebration. photo by B. Fitton

Community service proved to be an important aspect of college life. It was a way for
students and staff to give something back
to the community. Students donated time
in activities ranging from the '96 AIDS Walk
to Habitat for Humanity, or even just volunteering at Broadoaks. photo by N. Renear
Renee Taheny gives candy to neighborhood
children on Halloween. Students helped in
offering cheer along with candy to community children. IRHA provided the candy
for Whittier students to pass out during every Halloween in Ball, Johnson and Stauffer
residence halls. photo by B. Fitton
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English professor Tony Barnstone is a stellar example for his commitment to establishing a fulfilling evironment for students.
He was instrumental in bringing a multitude of informative speakers to campus, including Bharati Mukherjee, Gerald Stern,
and Amy Tan. photo by T Panetta

With the kickoff of the Capital Campaign,
it is possible to volunteer for the future of
Whittier College. The effort to increase the
endowment of the school required the services of many individuals, including Matt
Feinburg and Naomi Nunez serving lunch
at the endowment kickoff. photo by B. Pierro

Active individuals are always noticeable on
campus because they are involved in so
many different aspects of campus life.
Sophomore Billy Pierro concentrated on
yearbook copy corrections during a late
night session just before the December
deadline, photo by S. Farley
Ilana So!, Damjan Krajacic, and Adam Pava
are among the thousands of participants
who opted to walk ten kilometers through
the streets of Los Angeles raising money
and awareness for the AIDS epidemic.
Quite a few Whittier students participated
in this annual event, photo by S. Farley
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ust one Derson at a time, stuc ents,
f cu1i, and staff volunteered commufli service, cevoting time for
ersonal satisfaction

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it is the only thing that ever does," Margaret
Mead once said.
Some of the students, faculty, and staff put
this quote into action by volunteering service on their
own. Spending a Sunday at Central Park serving food
to the homeless with Food Not Bombs, walking in AIDS Walk '96,
cleaning up a beach, or writing letters to Lincoln Elementary students were just a few of the many ways that individuals volunteered to help their community. Most volunteers went unnoticed
and unrecognized, devoting their time for personal satisfaction
rather than group recognition, but some
people managed to notice despite their
modesty.
"My friend Dawn Finley volunteers two hours a week at Whittier High
School tutoring in any subject students
may need," said Elizabeth Freudenthal.
"The football coach wants to help Whittier High football players
do well and go to college so he's sending math tutors down to help
them prepare for SATs and make it to college."
A sincere thanks to all of those many unacknowledged individuals who are helping to change the world. by Seth Farley
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ecause of resident advisors, halls
became not only a nice place to live ut a
good lace to have fun, to learn,
and to c cal with college

Because of various resident advisor
programs throughout the
year, the residence halls became not only a place to
live but a good place to have fun. R.A.s sponsored
programs from self-defense against sexual assault to
a mock "Singled Out" contest.
"My favorite program was a Native American program
where Chief Malone came and talked about American Indian spirituality and culture," said Kristen Helms. R.A.s held programs for
their residents and made residence halls more like home.
"The best part about being a R.A. is that people give you
their automatic trust. It is a great way
to get involved and participate in building a family environment and helping
residents to grow outside of class," said
Nermin Kamel.
"What I enjoy most is the fact that
you get to meet new people. I was a
resident in Johnson my freshman year and as a resident you stay
with your cliques, but as a R.A. you meet everyone," said Rolando
Gorbea. Many R.A.s explained that they chose to take on the position because they had been influenced by their own R.A.s when
they initially tried to adjust to college. by Mary Beth Griffin
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"I did a "Singled Out" program that was Nermin Kamel wards off Gary Casias's unvery successful. We had about 60 in wanted advances during Chief Ed Malone's
Stauffer lounge to reenact the MTV dating and Chief Malinda Hall's self-defense
game," said Adam Pava, a Ball R.A. who workshop. Students learned how to procosponsored the game with Natalie Roman, tect themselves against muggers and rapa Stauffer R.A. Sean Sakimae and Savanne ists. This program was popular with the
Phann won the game. photo by B. Fitton
female students on campus. photo by B. Fitton

Alex Katzen, Jeremy Wang, Ian Novotny,
Kaleo Hui, and Rob Jenson anxiously anticipate their chance to play "Singled Out,"
modeled after the MTV dating game.
Women chose their ideal dates based on
several criteria, then the men used the same
rules to choose their dates. photo by B. Fitton
Erica Katzin surprises Michelle Bookstien
with a party for her 18th birthday. This was
sponsored by the third floor R.A. in
Wanberg, Jaime Stone, so that her residents
didn't feel too homesick on their birthdays.
R.A.s made many efforts to help residents
feel less lonely at school. photo by N. Renear
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The Quaker Campus staff works hard every week to make sure that the newpaper is
ready by Thursday. Adam Pava puts in
extra hours to ensure his article is the best
it can be. The newspaper covered important school topics, and it also gave us local
and national news. photo by M. B. Griffin

The clock's ticking, so Jedediah Gilchrist
calls a student to beg and plead for a quote.
Although stress levels usually ran high, especially during deadlines, the pleasure of
seeing one's name in a byline and actually
getting the edition to print helped one to
keep going. photo by M. B. Griffin

Toni Panetta helps Lisa Conlan fit her feature into the copy block. Three new computers helped to meet yearbook deadlines.
"We negotiated for new computers from
Taylor Publishing. They've made the publishing process more professional," said
Billy Pierro, co-editor. photo by M. B. Griffin
Sora Farfán labels and organizes her pictures. Because pictures were the most important aspect of the yearbook, it was essential that they were well labeled and easy
to find. Staffers were always seen with their
cameras in tow at every event that they
attendend. photo by T Panetta
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ocunienting the canious news
the Quaker

Campus and

Acropolis stafs

the

work to meet

their deadlines

The two biggest
sources for current
and historical information on this campus were the
newspaper, the Quaker Campus, and the yearbook,
the Acropolis. The newspaper was responsible for
documenting campus news, week by week. The
Acropolis looked at the year as a unit.
"I enjoy working with the yearbook staff. Chasing after
the story, taking pictures, interviewing students with diverse backgrounds, and meeting various department members. What an outstanding time to add to my years at Whittier. The yearbook has
become part of a unique and a memorable experience that will last
a lifetime," said Sora Farfan.
Staffers attempted to find ways to
work efficiently and improve quality.
"It's a love-hate relationship. I love
being able to meet with administrators
and find out what's happening before
anyone else and being able to relate that
to our readers. But then you also hate it because it's very demanding, you put in a lot of long and late hours with the realization that
you have to come back and do it all over again next week. Working on the newspaper is a really great way to get involved on campus," said QC member Parul Patel. by Mary Beth Griffin
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veione cic join in the Death cance
during El Diá ce los Muertos, maybe
even a few dearted souls gatherec in
the uier cuad to articbate

"The party was
pretty dead when I arrived," Isaac Miranda stated. For once this wasn't a
bad thing since it was 'Whittier College's first celebration of Did de los Muertos. Students, faculty,
strangers, and maybe even a few departed souls gathered in the upper quad to participate in this Mexican
national holiday that proved to be one of the most amazing events
to happen on campus in recent years.
"It was really fun to put together the altar and masks, even
though the time constraints were difficult. Overall it was an amazing success!" said art student Jasmine van den Huevel. The art
department was principally responsible
for the event, while the modern languages shared Spanish poems.
"My favorite part was standing
out in the darkened upper quad, surrounded by luminaries, watching creatures of death march along to ambient
music," said observer Ilana Sol. "I would have liked to have seen
more people there because the students worked really hard. The
Jerry Garcia Altar resembled a tour bus and you paid your respects
to this music legend at an altar with photographs, candles, and Jerry's
favorite foods, including Cherry Garcia." by Seth Farley
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"It is a playful celebration, full of primary
colors, bizarre costumes, fireworks, and
Death with a happy face, dressed as a procession," said Professor Rafael Chabrán. He
added that, "death gave life to the universe,
and life and death are natural stages of the
cosmic process." photo by S. Robertson

"Que Vivan Los Muertos!" or "Long Live
the Dead!" This satirical skeleton of Madonna came to life through the help of Nicki
Herbert and her friends Naphtalie Yuen and
Krista Whyte. Students were very inventive when they designed their calaveras
creatures. photo by S. Robertson

"The costumes and the masks were really
outstanding, people were just really creative, and the music went well with the
whole atmosphere," stated Kevin St. Jean.
One could see a crabby old lady, MarcAntony, and Ross Perot all walking together. photo by S. Robertson
"I liked everything about it, this celebration deserves to happen again and the entire school should get involved," said onlooker Patti Chen. Nikomi Garcia, Nicki
Herbert, and James Dominguez were
among those who worked on the two nontraditional altars. photo by S. Robertson
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Fireside Chats provided intriguing speakers such, as LA Times columnist Al
Martinez, who spoke about the nature of
his profession with anectdotes from his
career book of memoirs. Elizabeth
Freudenthal wasn't alone in enjoying meeting successful people. photo to' T Panetta

Controversial issues, such as affirmative
action, were discussed on campus as the
election year politicized people. SOMA,
WOW, and other clubs bring activist
Eleanore Smeal of the Feminist Majority
to discuss the ramifications of California's
Proposition 209. photo by T Panetta

Pleased with the turnout for Jasmine author Bharati Mukherjee, student Andrew
Ngugi said, "the idea is wonderful and the
quality of speakers is good." Mukherjee
ate lunch with Sigma Tau Delta, the English Honorary Society, before presenting
in the Shannon Center. photo by T Panetta
Speakers could be found among our peers,
too, as Free Speech Fridays provided the
opportunity for students to exercise their
First Amendment rights about any subject.
Matt Feinburg was among those to speak
while Chloe Bronzan, Alex Weber, and Bert
Dudley listened, photo by S. Farley
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uality speakers engaged
student and faculty audiences
on campus...the flyer made you
curious and you elected to investigate

Maybe you
saw a flyer and
were curious, or maybe a friend brought you along,
or maybe a professor offered extra credit to attend,
but however you arrived, it probably proved to be an
interesting and worthwhile time if you elected to investigate one of the many speakers we were fortunate enough to have on campus.
Various clubs, academic departments, Program Board, and
even the Office of Student Activities all chose to enrich the intellectual dialogue of Whittier College by bringing guest speakers on
an assortment of topics. There were poets, writers, dancers, activists, artists, archeologists, and monks.
As Ilana Sol said, "I think if students were to attend the presentations,
they could really broaden their horizons.' Dave Staples shared, "I think
it's really amazing the variety and quality of speakers that they have in the Shannon Center. Its an excellent non-class related resource that can
be just as enlightening and informative as any class."
Audrey Whitehead offered, "If faculty members bring it
up in class I think that really helps, otherwise I may see a flyer and
not know what it's about." by Seth Earle)
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ulticultural organizations play host
to meetings, otluc s, and discussions on culture anc ethnic issues
affecting the community

Multicultural organizations
such as the Asian Student Association,
Black Student Union, Hawaiian Islanders' Club, and
the Hispanic Student Association "help to bring students of similar and different ethnic backgrounds together so new students have an opportunity to meet
others," Manuel Rosales explained.
The multicultural organizations were for students to exchange their ideas on cultural diversity and involvement in student
life. The Multicultural Center in Stauffer Hall was the ideal meeting center for these diverse organization. The center hosted meetings, potlucks, and discussions on culture and ethnic issues.
According to Thomas Harper,
"the goal of [ASA] is to form a cohesive cultural organization capable of
making the campus aware of the Asian
culture and the riches which it brings
to American society."
The Hawaiian Islanders' Club
sponsored their annual teriyaki bash on a cool but sunny day in
November, which was well attended, and according to Kana Warren, "The food was good, better than anything in the C.I." The
Teriyaki bash was HIC's chance to bring a slice of home to those of
us at Whittier. by Brian Fitton
&
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Members of the Asian Student Association
enjoy some food and fun at a meeting/movie
night. As multicultural awareness became
an increasingly important part of life in
America, clubs like ASA worked to enhance that awareness among the student
body on campus. photo by I. Novotny

ASA members eat food and watch movies
at an ASA potluck held in the Multicultural
Center. The Multicultural Center was a
multipurpose room used by a variety of
clubs as a meeting place and as a location
where they could increase cultural awareness on campus. photo by I. Novotny

Ejan Kamlin gets a large plate of teriyaki
chicken at HICs teriyaki bash. The Hawaiian Islanders Club hosted the annual
feast of chicken and sticky rice, which was
a big hit among the students on campus.
The feast also helped raise money for HIC's
annual spring luau. photo by B. Pierro
Thomas Harper, Vu Thai, Maile Kop, and
Keala Hughes enjoy a barbecue-side chat
while the chicken grills at the HIC picnic.
Picnics were a typical function of many of
the organizations on campus. They were
an inexpensive way for friends to get together and have a good time. photo by B. Fitton
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Junior Chastity Phillians is a PER major. "I know that when my friends get hurt,
She interned at Nova Care and was also a they're sad," sophomore Child DevelopStudent Athletic Trainer. "Both the P.T. and ment major Stephanie Butler explained to
A.T. settings are going to allow me to go Sasha and his friend after a minor childinto Sports Medicine. I've enjoyed the ex- hood confrontation. Tactful intervention
periences and am excited about entering the was a primary key to success at Broadoaks.
photo by S. Au
field," said Phillians. photo by S. Au

Junior Nicole Jackson is a Physical Education Recreation major interning in the
Physical Therapy department at the Orthopedic Surgery and Sports Medicine Clinic.
"I am gaining the experience necessary to
pursue a career in physical therapy," stated
Jackson. photo by S. Au
Seniors Chris Cardott, Kimberly
Huddleston and Junior Jaime Gutierrez
along with 1992 alumni and project manager Jeff Henderson were amongst many
interns who studied Environmental Justice
in the Greater Los Angeles area. photo by
S. Ali
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hey smile anc talk a little anc the
atients love them.. they scoic anc te
children admire them... they are creating
the future
It was quite intriguing
how many different areas of study
the students of Whittier focused on through internships. While the interns learned skills that would aid
them in their future field of employment, they also
left their marks on others. It was often the people
they came in contact with that taught valuable lessons. Junior Chastity Phillians was a Physical Education Recreation major interning at Nova Care. "I need the hours to get into
graduate school; this is a valuable experience as it is in a small
setting which gives me a chance to work along side a Registered
Physical Therapist," said Phillians. "I am able to observe physical
therapy which produces the initial
evaluation of the patients." Senior
Maria Wood was a Speech Pathology
and Audiology major intern at the SPA
clinic on campus. "I think it's really
sad that they're closing the program, as
it has been a valuable asset to the community in terms of helping people," stated Wood. "A lot of these
kids don't get the required services at school; I just don't know
what's going to happen to them." The internships gave a touch of
reality to education. They became more than just resume experiences. by Sheila A/i
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Getting away from
Whittier gave students
a chance to learn from off
campus experiences while letting students have a
little fun. Both Model U.N. and Choir programs
offered students the opportunity to display talents
outside the college and the L.A. setting. This year,
each group travelled to Northern California for their respective
programs. Freshman choir member Kevin Au, liked singing in
the rotunda of the state capital best." Choir historian J.R. Luker
enjoyed "staying with the host families." Choir tour gave members the opportunity to sing in places varying from local churches
to the state capital. Model U.N. allowed
the future politicians of America to 'receive hands-on experience in a large forum," remarked Junior Bryan Atwater
when asked about the advantages of the
program. The college sent a group of
45-50 to San Francisco under the sponsorship of Dr. McBride. These programs not only allowed students to sing and debate but also "to bond with the group," according to choir member Michelle Arehart. The fun, travel, and talent
involved in both tours made each an outstanding experience, by
Keith Fisher
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ill'alky Ilippill

oth choir tour in January and Model
•
in the spring oer students a chance
to get away, go north, learn and
have a little __'un

Standing in front of the state capital ro- Besides travelling on tour, the choir also
tunda, the choir poses for choir historian, finds time to go on a retreat each year. The
J.R. Luker. Performance at the capital was retreat let new members get acquainted with
one highlight of the year, Hearst Castle was the seniors pictured here. The majority of
another interesting site where the group seniors have been singing with choir for
was able to sing during the Jan term ses- their entire four years at Whittier. photo
sion this year. photo courtesy of M. Arehart courtesy of J.R. Luker
WELCOME TO THE
ASSEMBLY
WHITTIER COLLEGE
CHOIR

Billy DeClerque and Michelle Arehart
practice an unusual warm-up exercise
while at a restaurant on tour. Not only was
the trip designed for the singing experience
but it was also designed for laughs of which
there were many. photo courtesy of M.
Arehart
Juniors Jascha Kaykas-Wolff and Bryan
Atwater stand with friends while visiting
the city of San Francisco. During their
model U.N. conference students got a
chance to negotiate at the large Hyatt Regency with about 400 students from other
schools. photo by B. Atwater
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After completing a 42 KM bikeride on the lonians Lindsey Badillo and Abbie
island of Bordholm, Damian Marentahi Robideaux stand in the foreground of a
helped Mark Botieff, Lindsey Badillo, castle. Castles were just one of the many
Christy Peoples, and Abbie Robideaux cel- sights and places that these two ventured
ebrate by throwing them a party. Amidst to during their stay abroad. The differences
the excitement, the group still had time for in architecture reflect different cultures and
a picture. photo courtesy of D. Marenthal
histories, photo courtesy of M. Arehart

Lana Kim and Nick Goetz prepare to throw
Demian Marenthal overboard while on a
ferry traveling to the island of Bordholm
in Denmark. The Copenhagen program allowed its participants to tour across the
country when not in class or in the local
setting. photo courtesy of D. Marenthal
One of the many local stray dogs tries to
steal a handout from Emily Eyring, Jeremy Curran, Liza Gershman, and Demian
Marenthal as they take a lunch break during their tour of the city of Pompei. Pompei
was just one of many stops in the trip to
Rome this year. photo courtesy of R. Rokitta
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nternational studies provided enough
wonLerul memories to last a lifetime,
,

the study abroad program was like no
other experience Whittier offered

As you heard from students involved in international studies, the experiences abroad accounted
for enough wonderful memories to last a lifetime.
Whether it was a semester-at-sea, a trip to Rome in
January, or a stay in Denmark, the foreign program
was like no other experience that Whittier offered.
According to Dr. McBride, the director of the
Copenhagen program since 1981, "International studies give students a global perspective, which opens their eyes, and gives them
teaching that they cannot receive here." Whether it was through
the food, the churches, the language or the life-styles, all combined to create "an invaluable experience," according to Demian
Marenthal. "Europe is so full of culture and history." Among the group of
30 that traveled to Rome in January was
Reid Rokitta who remarked, "the art in
the cathedrals was overwhelming but I
believe that the best moments I had
were talking to the natives." Those who
left us behind at Whittier while studying abroad may have missed
a few classes, but they definitely did not miss out on educational
experiences. New friends were acquired and for some, a new home
was found. To all it was an experience never to be forgotten. by
Keith Fisher
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ighty-eight percent of Whittier's
stuent ocy - the GDL's mace a
lifetime of memories just c oing their
own thing

You may have
seen them at rush. They
were there to consume free goods. They had the time
of their lives doing only that which they enjoyed.
When pledge cards were due, you did not see their
names. Who were they? They were Whittier
College's GDI's. These students were those who
chose not to join societies, thus forming Whittier's eighty-eight
percent independents. The reason why they decided to remain independent differed from person to person. When asked why he
did not join a society, sophomore Scott Shraiberg stated, "I have
friends. I don't need to join because I don't think I need to place
people: president, vice president... If
you're my friend, you are just my
friend." Junior Will Simmons on the
other hand, simply said, "I like to do
my own thing." Junior Sarah Hendin
has just "never been interested in that
kind of stuff." So they spent free time
attending fancy dress galas in Hollywood, spent hot days at the
beach, explored random sites of Los Angeles, and paid homage to
bonding. "I make better friends by not being thrown in by chance,"
said junior Marisella Enriquez. With that comment, Enriquez and
Annette Diaz a left for an evening in Old Town. by Sheila Ali
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Juniors William Simmons, Geoffery Stults,
Victor Ruble and Sophomore Lindsay
McDermott call it a day with rounds of
dominoes. The group had finished filming
themselves with starring roles in an addition to their home video collection, photo
byS.Ali

Ejan Kamlin, Nina Vaccaro, Chastity
Phillians, Jaime Long, Sarah Hendin, Gigi
Romero and Sheila Ali celebrate Kamlin's
21st. "College has given me a greater sense
of individuality and the freedom to associate with many different types of people,"
said Kamlin. photo by W Simmons

On a bench outside Stauffer Science Center, junior Annette Diaz unwinds enjoys the
day. The unseasonally sunny California
afternoon allows Diaz to spend her time
reading while absorbing the sun before hiking up the Hill to her room in Harris. photo
byS.Ali
Freshman April Hall and Sophomore James
Williams transferred to Whittier from Baltimore. After the relocation, they missed
their dog Cody and arranged to have him
flown out to rejoin them. Here they contemplate where to walk their pet, the current resident dog. photo by S. Au
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Greg McCandless takes a casual photo shot
designed for a possible role in his project,
a short 30 minute film. McCandless, English major and film studies minor, will
pursue a future in film writing and directing and gain experience through the program. photo by M. M. Botieff

Victor Martin relaxes in his research environment. Martin's research will involve a
comparative recommendation between the
1930 Olmsted Report and a certain L.A.
park region. Martin's senior project shall
relate to the Urban Planning field. photo
by M. M. Botieff

Creating finished internet art work was not
Toni Amende's goal. Caught typing,
Amende's senior project will concentrate
on the purpose of computers. "They're not
only for writing. Computers are used as
means to make art," stated Amende. "They
can make movies." photo by M. M. Botieff
Scouring the Puente Hills which are central to his senior project, '98 scholar Andrew Trempe stood below the "W" where
the college and the hills meet. Trempe's
project, Measure of Biodiversity in the
Puente Hills, will require a yearlong field
study. photo by M. M. Botieff
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hitter Scholars Program: a cap
of work, a gown of hands-on
education, and a tassle over the
brow of an individual

"I'm pretty
nervous, pretty confident, and pretty excited," stated Ilana Sol. These were
three dominant feelings about senior
projects and the Scholars Program. Applicants applied their freshman year, a semester after gathering ideas
and developing a specific area of study, and led the progression of
their individual choice of courses toward a final senior project.
The Scholars Program, an alternative to the liberal education curriculum, united the Whittier experience and the independent approach to learning. "I was a joiner," continued senior Michelle
Tautfest, "I wanted the individual route to my art history education. . . I wanted to join and take advantage of what Whittier offered." The
program, "will be a challenge, but it
shall make me more marketable when
I graduate," added Toni Amende. "The
program will give me an academic opportunity that I wouldn't have had otherwise. Furthermore, it is excellent preparation for both the grad
school curriculum and for my career objectives in Urban Planning,"
commented Victor Martin. The program, ultimately, better prepared the scholars for the world outside of Whittier. by Mark Mark
Botieff
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c ucation on the other sic e of
Philac ehhia ... where stuc ents still
smile and say "hello" when you walk
in anc "goodbye" when you leave...

Across Philadelphia and from the outside it
looked small. It was not freshly painted. The landscaping was almost nonexistent. It did not appear to
be a jewel on this campus. But walking across the
street and looking inside you discovered our campus
gem. The big brightly lit colorful rooms were overflowing with youngsters intent on discovery. These were the
smallest Whittier College students and if their joy of learning could
have spilled over to our side of Philadelphia, there might have been
a marked improvement on our learning curve.
Five year old Melanie said learning at Broadoaks, "is fun.
We plan where we are going to work."
A classmate named Katie explained
that, "We have snacks, we work, we
also read. I like to read these books
that I never read before. We have fun."
"Over 2,190 state, national and
international educators visit during the
year," according to office manager Darryl Seaton. Senior Kim
Huddleston stated that "Broadoaks is a laboratory teaching school
where teachers learn how to teach." This year, over 500 Whittier
College students used Broadoaks as a learning tool for classes ranging from Education to Psychology, by Sheila Au
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Pictured third from the left stands Ben. "I
like to play on the climbing structures,"
stated Benjamin. He went on to say, "I
like to play in the sand box because I can
dig a deep hole." Broadoaks School reflects the ethnic diversity seen on the
Whittier College campus. photo by S.Ali

Only momentarily distracted, Broadoaks
students enjoy a favorite indoor activity.
The youngsters mesmerized by their
teacher's stories were silent and focused on
the activity. Ties with Whittier College allow the very high adult-child ratio not possible in public education. photo by S.Ali

Junior David Vidaurrazaga is one of over
500 Whittier College students interacting
with Broadoaks children yearly. The flow
of Whittier College students through
Broadoaks enriches the educational experience. As the young students learn the basics of chess from David, David learns the
basics of education from them. photo by S.Ali
After twenty minutes of story time, these
young students of Broadoaks sit down for
a snack of peanut butter on fresh apples.
They laughed and jabbered much like the
students on the other side of the street.
Snack time was followed by Plan-Do-Review. photo by S.Ali
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Faculty and students make up the cast of
Steel Magnolias. The play was an effort
implemented by both parties and an idea
started by members of W.O.W. From the
left: Christina Purcell, Chloe Bronzan, Irma
Vargas, Mary Finan, Audrey Gruber, and
Ilana Sol. photo courtesy of C. Bronzan

Shefali Desai reviews applications for admission as part of her commitment as an
admissions fellow. Alongside this job, and
preparing a senior project, Shefali was an
active member of W.O.W. and part of the
major student support that helped push for
the women's minor, photo by J. Dominguez

ha Borders practices a throw at one of the
Poets baseball team practices. ha was the
only woman on an all men's teamand played
as one of the team pitchers. Her personal
drive and spirit set an example for woman
leaders while allowing her to exercise her
talent. photo by M.B. Griffin
Senior Tara O'Brien explains the concepts
behind her artwork to a friend at her senior
art show. Tara was an active prescence on
campus with involvement in aquatic sports
to the art department. Her senior art show
was a trail-blazer creating a new form of
presentation. photo by M.B. Gnfjmn
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omen leaders were evident
and represented by a variety of
students from diE'erent majors
and areas of interest

With the addition of
a women's study minor to the
Whittier College curriculum, increased class offerings became a point of interest this year. Alongside,
the Women in Power organization and the Whittier
Organization for Women formed last year to became
a rising presence on campus with the focus towards
women's issues and individuality as their doctrine. This year there
were many students on campus carrying this spirit with them. It
wasn't neccesarily about being a feminist, but it was the personal
spirit and drive that set these women in their own spotlight. Stated
senior Shefali Desai, "The ideal goal of feminism and women's
studies is not that women are ghettoized
into one narrow discipline, but that you
see strong women leaders in all aspects
of the community." Indeed there were
many representatives of women leaders in various disciplines. Shefali Desai
and sophomore Chloe Bronzan along
with women's studies advisor Frances Nobert were the powerhouse
behind W.O.W. Seniors Tara O'Brien and Fabianna Seri were dynamic personalities within the art department. Out on the athletic
field Ila Borders set an example for personal strength. by James
Dominguez
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hittier Colleges.. The campus
that has served as your home,
school and playground. How
well did you snow it?

So being at Whittier for
awhile you felt as though you knew the campus well,
did you. Let me share a few of Whittier's hidden
secrets. There existed places on this campus that neither you nor I imagined. "In the art building, there's
a hidden door; walk down a flight of dark stairs. They
open up into a central room," stated art major Mark
Botieff. "There are showers, washing machines and art work from
decades of past students. There are also stairways that lead to
lower floors. It was really eerie to see all the layers of uses these
rooms had gone through-from gym, to art building to a storage
area." Inside an empty dingy room on the roof of the science building was an iron door, about two feet
off the ground. Inside this door was
yet another room, with gravel on the
ground. There was bark laying on the
ground, with a wide mouthed water
container. Heart pounding, you realized you were somewhere you were
not supposed to be. You expected at least a boa constricter to jump
out at you. Instead, a desert tortoise lay in the far corner of the
room. So, respecting its privacy you looked your fill, and closed
the door. These were hidden treasures at Whittier. You must have
discovered some of your own. by Sheila Ali
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Outside the Wardman Gym stands the
Golden Palace tree.This tree had thick protruding roots, it almost looked like a modern sculpture. Angel Rivas and Sheila Ali
sat comfortably on this tree, as Rivas told
Ali how strange she was for wanting to sit
on the bark of a tree. photo by A.DeRego

On the second floor of Mendenhall, there
exists a staircase which appears to lead to
nowhere. It was a single flight of stairs,
the top of which was used as a storage area.
"If I could get this lamp to work, I would
have my own secret study area," said Aaron
DeRego. photo by S.Ali

Juniors Nicole Jackson, Nina Vaccaro, Ejan
Kamlin, Chastity Philians, and Sophomores
Derek Thomas and Curtis Bonner climb the
the Harris hills one afternoon. "It wasn't
the height I was afraid of, it was my fear of
being eaten by coyotes," stated Nicole Jackson. photo by S.Ali
Junior William Simmons had his friend
Kelly Cardenez visiting from San Deigo.
"Kelly and I grew up together in the 'Poc; I
had to show him around campus," said
Simmons. "Leave it to Will to chill in places
he isn't stopposed to be," said his friend.
photo by S.Ali
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Walking from the Camp
Inn to the library, Jul
Lombardi awaits a night
studying. Seniors spe
many hours in the libra
working to fill o
graduate school appik
tions. Many seniors cho
to live off-campus in ord
to make the transition
graduate school or the
career an easier proce
photo by N Rena

eturning from a summer marked by national triumph at

R

the Olympics and heartache with the loss of over 200
people when TWA flight 800 plummeted into the

Atlantic Ocean, we conceded that the realities of life

were closer than in past years.
We looked at our final year with a mixture of anxiety and
pride as we planned our futures at graduate school or the orpo-

rate world.
With placement tests and r'esum'es lingering over our heads,
papers and assigned readings had to be balanced with more permanent marks of achievement.
We buckled down to finish senior projects and complete
intense research seminars while attempting to control sometimes
overwhelming expenditures.
Rent and loan payments were no longer future concerns as
we welcomed the end of college life and the beginning of the
future.
Although confident in our education, as we walked across
the amphitheater stage during commencement, we wondered just
what postgraduate life really meant. by Toni Panetta
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Brian Fitton works on
finding a graduate program. Many students used
graduate school as a transitional period from the
classroom to the professional arena and job market. photo by N. Ka,nel
Christi Cooper talks to
students on the phone at
the Phonathon. If undergraduate work gave a taste
of the real world, graduate studies integrated students into the real world.
photo by A. Vaughn

more
an impo'itant tne(ve p(u ow1 and non' 5zadtiate £clloo(
Did impending graduation spell freedom? No.
The next decision was upon us. To go or not
to go--to graduate school. Already in debt and
losing count of years of schooling, "more edu-

ployer demanded skills. John Valentine felt gradu-

cation?" was the new question. Meghan Miller ate school was important because, "With the numgraduated in spring combining physics and ge- ber of workers with the B.A. degree, it is now the
ology. She planned to attend grad school, "hoping to be a civil engineer." Some weighed op-

equivalent of what a high school diploma was 2025 years ago." According to David Sahadevan,

tions of attending graduate school immediately "Graduate school is where you get the tools you
against taking a year off academics. Consid-

will use in your career." Sahadevan went on to

ered a transitional between being a full-time stu- say that "your undergrad work shows what is out
dent and a member of the job market, seniors there as opposed to showing you what you can do
viewed grad school as a place to acquire em- in the real world." by Brian Fitton
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Leah Adams
Child Development

Dulce Aguilar
History

Andreana Aguirre
Child Development

Lisa Alber
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Elizabeth Aleman
Biology

Mania Alemian
Physical Education & Recreation

Michael Ambrose
Physics

Monica Ankenbrand
Business Administration

Michelle Arehart
English

Gloria Arevalo
Psychology

Michael Armado
Art

Josh Arnold
Economics

Ramey Arnold
Theatre

Martha Arrona
Spanish

Julie Ash
Political Science

Antonia Ayala
Political Science

Heather Backer
Social Work

Derek Bacorn
Business Administration

Heidi Badger
Economics

Daniel Balderrama
Sociology

Megan Balzer
Whittier Scholars Program

Bonnie Bautista
Social Work

Lindsey Beck
Child Development

Lorna Bell
Biochemistry

Stephen Benard
Business Administration
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Adam Bennett
Geology

Priscilla Berdiel
Political Science

Sherri Bessling
Psychology

Steven Betancourt
Music

Donald Beverly
Biology

Matthew Block
Biochemistry

David Brown
History

Jose Burgos
English

Edward Camacho
Physics

Ruby Camacho
Business Administration

Christie Carpenter
Biology

Michelle Carroll
Psychology

Peter Carstensen
Business Administration

Jill Caviezel
Social Work

Judi Cervantes
Physical Education & Recreation

Gladys Chavez
Psychology

Hay Cheam
Biology

Christopher Chester
Business Administration

Chadwick Collins
Economics

Arturo Contreras
Biology

Christi Cooper
Business Administration

Myles Copeland
Philosophy

Arthur Cuellar
Sociology

Jeremy Curran
Business Administration

Yvonne Cutler
English

Julie Anne Day
Child Development

William De Clercq
Theatre

Tiffany Dean
Political Science
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Working at her job as a
Senior Admissions Fellow,
Shefali Desai helps Christi
Cooper with work for
Campus Day. Desai was an
Arizona state finalist for the
Rhodes Scholarship and
hoped to join other alumni
who won the scholarship.
photo by A. Vaughn

In front of Wardman Hall,
where she has lived for the
past four years, Shefali
Desai prepares to leave for
her interview for the
Rhodes Scholarship. Desai
was nominated in her home
state of Arizona, where she
had to go for the interview.
photo by N. Renear
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To make extra money to
pay off loans, Kevin St.
Jean tutors Ramon
Hernandez after school.
Many students found jobs
during the year to pay for
their school expenses.
photo by M. B.Griffin
Ed Camacho and Mike
Ambrose study loan
books and their bank
accounts to try to figure
out how they're going to
afford school and rent
costs. photo by M.B. Griffin

need
students i.t,o'zij a4ot ii'Ileie the n'ionei will conic ioni
The senior year was a mixture of anticipation
and worry : getting enough credits to graduate,
applying to graduate school, finding ajob, and

FINANCES

the big one, paying off student loans. Suddenly

costs were added to the stack. "I'll go ahead and

those loans - ignored whenever possible for the

defer it for two years because I'm going to grad

past four years were no longer out of sight and school," said Edwin Failano. Grad school was not
out of mind. "I'll pay gradually over many years. the only reason to put off payment. "I'm not
It takes a long time, but it's not like you have to

paying off my loans all at once. I'm going into the

pay them all back at once," said Melissa Peace Corps and my lender lets me make payments
Dougherty. For those seniors who planned on

based upon salary," stated Amy Kaber. "Peace

going to graduate school, there was the tough

Corps jobs are stipend; I'll be making about $40 a

decision of deferring the loans or getting your

month so I'll pay about $5 a month on my loans.

parents to pay them off before graduate school I'll be paying until I'm 70!" by Mary Beth Griffin
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Diane Delgado
Physical Education & Recreation

Shefali Desai
English

James Dominguez
Art

Monique Dorado
Sociology

Bradford Downey
Physical Education & Recreation

Jess Duncan
Business Administration

Yuk Lan Edwards
Social Work

Kimberely Escobar
Political Science

Edwin Failano
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Molly Fipps
English

Richard Fish
Business Administration

Brian Fitton
Biology

Nicole Flaten
Mathematics

Carrie Forrest
English

Dominic Friesen
Political Science

Holden Gannon
Business Administration

Eric Garcia
Spanish

Sarah George
Child Development

Jedediah Gilchrist
Whittier Scholars Program

Celina Gomez
Physical Education & Recreation

Marina Gonzalez
English

Philip Gude
Business Administration

Vanessa Hadibrata
Business Administration

Heidi Heffner
English

Jordan Heintz
Psychology
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Roger Hennesey
Biochemistry

Juan Hernandez
Physchology

Lisseett Hernandez
English

Sonia Hernandez
English

Karen Herold
Chemistry

Alissa Hiraga
English

Julie Hodge
Child Development

Sharon Hoekstra
Political Science

Brenna Holcomb
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Deborah Holland
Biology

Mark Hoogs
Business Administration

James Householder
Business Administration

Kimberly Huddleston
Political Science

Anna Hurtado
Biology

Amy Hutchinson
Biology

Danielle Huval
Biology

Geoffrey laniri
Business Administration

Jennifer Imparato
Chemistry

Jason Jacobs
Social Work

Tammy Jensen
Psychology

Derek Jones
Chemistry

Hugo Juarez
English

Amy Kaber
Whittier Scholars Program

Peter Kellogg
English

Mathew Knee
Business Administration
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David Phung takes a break
from his busy academic
schedule. A business
administration major,
Phung planned to pursue
his mathematics credential
after graduation in May.
photo by S. Farfán

Lindsay Osborne calls
home. Wanting to open a
scuba related business in
the future, he hoped to
have job offers in the Port
of Vancouver in Canada
after his May graduation.
photo by S. Faifán

work
gtdents look to7poazd to a ftittae of 5oalo and hopes'

CAREERS

wanted "to become a bilingual elementary
teacher," and she too put off thinking about
graduate school in leiu of on the job

Among the senior dilemmas was the post experience. Some goals demanded an immediate
graduation job search. Mid year was the time extension of the educational experience. Sonia
to decide how to apply that liberal arts diploma

Hernandez stated that "I want to continue my

coming up in May. Lindsay Osborne thought education by going to medical school and maybe
"about joining the fire department and possibly after, going to ... radiology school." Kevin St. Jean
starting a business on the side." He wanted, wanted the whole package: grad school, home,
"to become self-sufficient as soon as possible!" hearth and employment. "I am going to graduate
Carrie Locke, a psychology major said, "I am

school in electrical engineering after Whittier

putting off graduate school to get some hands-

College. I am hoping to settle down, find a home

on experience." Similarly, Nancy Canene

and a job in the near future." by Sora A. Farfán
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Kevin St. Jean sits back
and enjoys the sunset
outside Campbell Hall
with a good book. He had
made future plans for
obtaining his M.S. in
Electrical Engineering.
photo by S. Farfdn

Hay Cheam awaits a postgraduate job. Majoring in
biology and chemistry,
Cheam wanted to enroll in
medical school by fall '98,
but had not yet decided on
a field of specialization.
photo by S. Farfdn
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Robert Knowles
Chemistry

Eric Kruger
Business Administration

April Lake
Business Administration

Courtney Lenhard
Business Administration

Marissa Leong
English

Holly Lewis
Child Development

Bonnie Lin
Whittier Scholars Program

Julie Lombardi
Political Science

Wendy Lucas
English

William Macomber
Business Administration

Manuel Mann Jr.
Political Science

Elizabeth Martinez
Mathematics

Valerie Martinez
Psychology

Robyn Matcher
Psychology

Michael McGraw
Biology

Yolanda Mendoza
History

Meghan Miller
Physics

Karma Miranda
Biology

Monica Miranda
Child Development

Brent Moore
Physical Education & Recreation

Derek Morton
Physical Education & Recreation

Micaela Murillo
Psycology

Jennifer Nash
Biology

Mary Neiheiser
Whittier Scholars Program

Andrew Ngugi
English

Phillip Nolasco
Physical Education & Recreation

Lisa Nunn
Whittier Scholars Program

Tara O'Brien
Art

Raquel Ogaz
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Susie On
Psycology
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Lindsay Osborne
Political Science

Arni Paed
Biology

John Paramo
English

Linda Pare
Physical Education & Recreation

Parul Patel
Chemistry

David Pebley
Physical Education & Recreation

Angela Perez
Psychology

Tyrone Phillips
Physical Education & Recreation

David Phung
Business Administration

Peter Pietryka
Art

Jason Pingol
Psycology

Joy Popperwell
Psycology

Yvette Porras
Business Administration

Jessica Poulsen
Theatre

Christopher Quirarte
Biology

Cristina Ramirez
Child Developement

Cassandra Ramos
Biology

Caroline Raymond
Child Development

Tanya Regal
Biology

Christopher Rife
Chemistry

Eric Robles
History

Angel Rodriguez
Social Work

Irene Rodriguez
Political Science

Jessica Rodriguez
Physical Education & Recreation

Reid Rokitta
Business Administration
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Cullen McGraw skims
over the latest edition of
the Quaker Campus
newspaper while getting
his daily dose of vitimin D
in the Campus Inn before
heading to a morning
class, photo by N.Renear
Alain Bosshart works into
the late night hours on one
of his paintings. Bosshart,
an art major, had his work
on display during the fall
semester at Penny Lane
Music in Uptown Whittier.
photo by T Panetta

plan
one Phat attempt L€' made tokoazdg choogil h5 a ca"iee'

We wanted to be self supporting. Our education was designed to do that for us, but Mark
Botieff said, "It's amazing how many students
are approaching graduation without any idea
about their future. The Career Center does a
great job placing people, but the trend is a loss
of interest in the future." Some students have
focused on the possibilities. Eric Garcia, who
graduated in the spring, was a Spanish major.
Garcia wanted to get a job as a translator. "I

would like to get into translating things like film
or documents." Garcia felt that it was not going
to be difficult to find the job he wanted after
graduation. "There's a big demand for people who
are bilingual, ranging from education to entertainment." Marci Holmer planned a career in dermatology, with her biochemistry major preparing for
medical school. Also looking at graduate school,
Kevin Ruminson said, "I need a graduate degree in
industrial and organizational psycology to be competitive. Seniors used the last of their four years at
Whittier to make one more attempt at choosing a
rewarding future career. by Lisa Conlan
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Taking a break from her
most recent assignment,
Michelle Tautfest engages
in a discussion with fellow
student Susan Robertson
in the Wardman
Gymnasium art building.
photo by S. Farfan

"I'd rather know a little
about a lot of things than a
lot about one," explained
David Woolery. His field
research collecting fish
parasites was an example
of his eclectic nature. photo
by S. Farley

final
enio"z p"ioects aie h'o1ked on i,t,itIi iadation on n'iind
"I'm really thrilled at this opportunity to bridge
graduate and undergraduate work as I transition

PROJECT

from a degree in Art History to studying
Landscape Architecture," said Michelle Tautfest

biology was chosen purely for "intellectual

about her project on Leonardo's use of landscape in

investigation and stress" and apparently had

botany. She said that she was "passionate about "absolutely no relation to plans after
readings and research; each path leads to a new one graduation." Joe McCarthy's project involved
and it's really exciting." By their very nature, senior

analyzing Colorado's ground water law to see

projects were extremely individualized and related

if it matched hydrogeologic science. "The

to the students who pursued them on a highly

research utilizes my studies in Political Science

personal level. The topics and reasons for doing

and Geology," McCarthy stated. "It's the

the projects varied as much as the students

culmination of my interst in law and my interest

themselves. David Woolery's field work in marine

in science." by Seth Farley
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Kevin Ruminson
Psychology

Laura Ryan
Psychology

David Sahadevan
Biochemistry

Enedina Sanchez
Biology

Rodolfo Sanchez
Physical Education & Recreation

Melissa Savage
Theatre

Mark Schouten
Physical Education & Recreation

Damon Scordo
Physical Education & Recreation

Fabianna Seri
Art

David Shiroma
Physical Education & Recreation

Rachel Sigur
Biology

Sharan Singh
Whittier Scholars Program

Ashley Smith
Psychology

Jeanne Smith
English

George Soffa
Political Science

Chantelle Soto
Whittier Scholars Program

Juana Soto
Spanish

Christina Sports
International Studies

Kevin St. Jean
Mathematics

Michael Stein
Business Administration

David Stimler
Chemistry

Chritopher Suriano
Physical Education & Recreation

Douglas Sutherland
Biochemistry

Jacie Tallon
Sociology

Robin Tolzman
Psycology
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Natasha Tomasko
Business Administration

Michael Torres
Political Science

Veronica Valadez
Psycology

Christina Valencia
Biology

John Valentine
Biology

Miguel Vega
Business Administration

Maria Velasco
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Cecilia Verduzco
Spanish

Christina Waldor
English

Anna Warren
Art

Filipina Warren
Psycology

Lee Weech
Business Administration

Moira Welch
Business Administration

Jian-Lan Wen
Economics

Audrey Whitehead
Psycology

Kiprono Woods
Business Administration

Katherine Worledge
Political Science

Michelle Yam
Business Administration

Brian Yates
Biochemistry

Jasan Zimmerman
Biology
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n Heintz was
ing off the walls, but
only because he was
g fun in the
icehouse with his
ds during the
ecoming carnival.
y N. Renear

;ed for the season,
I'erminel narrates the
of La Conquista de
o in front of Hoover
The group planned
esent their play in
ma and California
AS. photo by T Panetta
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ito7,o 5o c'iazt( one 1at time 1eto'ze tIieii 'iaduation
people's rooms; Las Vegas; laser shows;
streaking from the Science building to
Stauffer; drag-racing down Turnbull
Canyon Drive; toy-testing in Toys'R'Us;

' did the seniors handle all of the third floor of Stauffer; lighting bottle flying through Ralph's on the bottom of
sures oppressing them in their final rockets and other incendiary devices; the shopping carts; decorating rooms
? Sometimes to survive they had Tijuana; Newport Beach for dessert; instead of studying; and many other
t a little crazy, and there were plenty playing football in the rain; unusual, procrastination-enhancing

skateboarding in the hallway; kegs; activities that helped maintain sanity
ided: swinging at Penn Park; Rick's; cross-dressing; tossing around eight- when senior projects, graduate school,
tington Beach; donut shops at three foot inflatable toys; throwing people internships, finals, and thoughts of

)ptions available. Just a few

)ck in the morning; Venice Beach; into the 0-pond on their birthdays; graduation became too much to handle.
by Seth A. Farley
5; throwing Sparkletts bottles off the semester-at-sea; letting stray dogs into
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ae Estep paints the
ck for the Thailian open
use. Painting the rock
s turned into a tradition
the societies. Many of
societies used the
ck as a way to advertise
upcoming events, such
Open House and
thdays. The societies'
coration of the rock has
rved as a drive-by
:raction for the commuty. photo by T. Panetta

nce again faced with potentially necessary overhauls

Q

in New Member Education guidelines, societies
braced themselves for the possible elimination of
the January interim. We scrambled to determine the

full effect of the Revisioning process and debated ways to facilitate
new programs.
Although we still were unsure of the future of the January
interim, we anticipated strong New Member Education classes and
looked forward to a continuation of traditions.
We competed for dates on the master calendar to host
campus-wide events in the Club and worked together in various
community service projects. Early in the fall semester, the Mets
and the Palmers participated in AIDS Walk Los Angeles while the
Penns continued their policy of painting the 1tX11t for Homecoming.
Several societies participated in local fundraising events, taking
trips to Hollywood to sit for hours at t.v.-show tapings.
Regardless of the date, many of us had plans for the weekend, whether at stags or service events, or just spending time with
our brothers and sisters. Our dedication and involvement often led
us to wonder what society life didn't include, by Toni Panetta
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Greg McCandless, in rare countenance, blazes the trail after a game of
Penn-Frisbee; meanwhile, Andrew
Trempe and Joe McCarthy follow in
defeat. The shared moments between
the actives are building blocks to the
unification of every society. photo by
J. Dominguez
Pledges Mark Mark Botieff and Richard Hellstern take control and complete the task of painting the rock.
Painting, as well as guarding the rock,
turned out to be an exciting and defensive night for the Lucky pledge
class, photo by J. Dominguez

Presenting the pledge
class called Lucky is
the 1997 New Member
Education class. This
group of Whittier College men plan to model
on past years, leading
the Penn Society into a
promining future of
Penn style tradition and
diversity, photo by J.
Dominguez
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A MIXED BAG OF PERSONALITIES AND
IDEOLOGIES, WHAT DOES IT ALL ADD UP

TO?

A PERFECT
TRIANGLE
A crazy bunch of individuals who thrive off each
others personal energies to unite in
the spirit of commonality

enns grasped yet another
year of intense challenges
to add to their over sixty
years of fraternity and

the six pulled together and paved the way
for the largest pledge class of 1997. The
active Penns increased from six to twenty;
thus, the society was rejuvinated with new
blood and paved a new path. Penns con-

community service. Penn ideals such as

tinued active participation in the Whittier

Quakerism and the search for truth, have

College community and were proud to

been the focal link

have the ASWC President po-

between the actives

sition passed down the blood-

and the philosophy

line. The society represented

of the brotherhood.

a diverse academic and hu-

Many pondered the

manitarian background. Ma-

fate of the society's

jors ranged from art to geology

existence due to

to business to PER. by Mark

only six active

Mark Botieff & James "Blair"

members; however,

Dominguez
William Penn Society Members Bottom Row: James Dominguez, Mark
Schouten, James McClellan, Greg
McCandless, Scott Manson, and
Mark Botieff. Middle Row: Joe
McCarthy, Curtis Galvin, Andrew
Trempe, Ean White, Rob Givier, Jordan Heintz, Keristofer Saryani, John
Givier, and Aaron Mickelson. Top
Row: Bryan McNally, Kevin
Ruminson, Richard Helistern, Jon
Kaufman, and Advisor Chuck Hill.
Not pictured: Nathan Gurr, Eric
Kruger, Sol Rodriguez, and Sam
Shah. photo by A. Barber
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As THE YOUNGEST SOCIETY ON THIS CAMPUS, THE
IONIANS RELISH LAST YEAR BEFORE TURNING FIFTY

IONIAN
SOCIETY
"In unity lies victory!" This phrase defined
the society which bleeds "true red"
for each sister

ndividuals can obtain
personal goa1s and
dreams with the support

I

of the group

ing all over again." This year the society
had a very new face with so many of the
previous year's class graduating, and a

large number of new members running
,-j
rep n eu the program. They called upon tradition
1•

Amy Kaber when discussing her sister- to guide the way of the future. "We're inhood. This theme of individuality was evi- volved in many aspects of campus life,

dent in the lonians this year as

from COR to

they were one of the most in-

choir,"

volved groups on campus.

stated

Michelle Arehart.
LI

Founded on the principle of
community service in 1948, the

-

.

'1

•.

As Arni Paed

J~ jo added, "each mdi-

Ionians were involved inmany

vidual

student activities as well as off

strengthens the

campus benefits. Jamie Stone

whole group." by

said this year was "like start-

Keith Fisher

Ionian Society members:
Michelle
Arehart,
Lindsey Badillo, Lisette
Baron, Pricilla Berdiel,
Aiiesha Brown, Michelle
Carrol, Christi Cooper,
Yvonne Cutler, Erica
Eyring, Liza Gershman,
Stacy Heavican, Lisseett
Hernandez, Amy Kaber,
Marissa Leong, Micaela
Murillo, Brandy Quinn,
Arni
Paed,
Joy
Popperwell, Jessica
Poulsen,
Alanna
Purbaugh, Tanya Regal,
Abigaio Robideaux,
Chantelle Soto, Jamie
Stone, Mona, Welch.
photo courtesy of Ionian Society
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pursuit

In true Ionian spirit, Jamie Stone, Arni
Paed, and Micaela Murillo are all
smiles after receiving a rose duty
from the Lancer squires. Relationships and activities with other societies on campus are quite commonplace with the members of the Ionian
society. photo courtesy of M. Areheart
Pledges Aiiesha Brown, Marissa
Leong, Alanna Purbaugh, and Lisette
Baron paint the rock. This was only
one of many activities that the
pledges participated in. Despite having only four pledges, the Ionians remain one of the largest societies. photo
courtsey of M. Areheart

Just hanging out are
Gershman,
Liza
Chantelle Soto, and
Arni Paed. Group
projects was a time
where the Ionians not
only got an education in
arts and crafts but was
a time when true bonding and friendships
were made. photo courtesy of Ionian Society
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The Franklin Society members piled
atop each other and leaned to the left
in a group shot in front of Naylor
Hall. The spirit of the crazy and funloving Franldins is made quite apparent not only within the society, but to
everyone on the campus. photo by M.
M. Botieff

Active Derek Jones cordially shook
hand with Pledge Jeremy Wang at the
1997 New Member Convocation in
the Shannon Center. Little, however,
did everyone know about the Franklin
Society's pledging process. It was
this process that brought the Franklins
so close, photo by M. M. Botieff

Demonstrating their
brotherhood, the 1997
Franklin Pledge class,
Joe Tyburczy, Peter
Litman,
Robert
Gonzalez, Jeremy
Wang and Kelly Mann
pose with active
Dominic Friesen before the formal pledge
initiation ceremony.
photo by M. M. Botieff
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SOCIETY WORE NECKLACES AND FILLED
THE AIR WITH PERCUSSION ON CONVOCATION?

WHAT

BEN'S
PRINCIPLES
None other than the Franklin Society fashioned
striped polyester pants, furs, and flamboyant hats
during Convocation and around campus

ranklins celebrated their
75th anniversary since
the
society
was
established in 1921.

hood is involved in many activities," continued Tyburczy, "although we're not as
'gung-ho' or formal as the other societies."
New member Jeremy Wang commented
on the diversity of the actives, specifically

When asked what the Franklin Society was in the topic of physical recreation. "Membased on, new member Joe Tyburczy said, bers of the society play lacrosse, tennis,
"the society is

soccer, and basketball," said

formed and has suc-

Wang. Following the New

cessfully carried on

Member Education process in

the long-standing

January, the Franklin Society

traditions, prin-

gained five new members.

ciples, and brother-

This year, the society contin-

hood of Ben

ued the absolute brotherhood

Franklin." "The

tradition.

Franklin Brother-

Botieff

by Mark Mark

Dominic Friesen, Mark Hoogs, and
Cullen McGraw meet with a fellow
Franklins in the area overlooking the
lower quad. Socializing and bonding over a traditional game of
Franklin-Frisbee was common every
Tuesday afternoon for members of
the society. photo by M. M. Botieff
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WHAT DO DIAMONDS, A SPLASH OF NAVY AND
SILVER HAVE IN COMMON?

DIAMOND
JUBILEE
They each are a powerful symbol that makes up the
shield belonging to the oldest female society on
campus, the Palmers!

Society celebrated
years of sisterhood,
events and service durng their diamond jubilee.

showed their pride every Wednesday as
they gathered with their sisters by the rock
for lunch. Off campus they participated in
various community service functions such
as the L.A. AIDS walk. With the initia-

Palmers were one of the two oldest cam- tion of the "Crazy Eight" pledge class, the
pus societies. Although it was a hectic and society welcomed eight new members to
busy fall semester preparing

its ranks.

for homecoming with a total of

group said farewell

over 100 Palmer alumni in

to five graduating

attendence, it proved to be a

seniors this year,

successful outcome for the

and ended the year

group. Actives were involved

with high expecta-

in campus activities ranging

tions for the year

from yearbook to Circle K to

to come, by James

cross country. The Palmers

Dominguez

Palmer women did the
hot and long AIDS walk
in downtown L.A. as
part of a community
service project. "It was
really rewarding, the
feeling that we were
doing something for
others was great," said
Andrea Barber. photo
courtesy of the Palmer Society
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The

The sisterhood remains strong and
true. Megan Abair, Kathleen Chavez,
Jennifer Farrell, and Stephanie Butler take time out from a Orthogonian
stag. Palmers tended to be a very
close group outside society events as
well as within the events, photo courtesy of the Palmer Society
Jennifer Farrell and Krista Whyte
keep busy at Broadoaks school cleaning many of the playground toys.
Society support helped several campus areas. This service project was
one of many projects Palmers dedicated themselves to throughout the
year. photo courtesy of the Palmer Society

Palmer Society members: Megan
Abair, Heather Backer, Andrea Barber, Jennifer Bailey, Lindsey Beck,
Christina Bedoy, Vanessa Briggs,
Stephanie Butler, Kathleen Chavez,
Kate Crist, Jennifer Farrell, Alisha
Guzman, Zaira Hernandez, Julie
Janes, Kathleen King, Bonnie Lin,
Leighanna Lucas, Robyn Matcher,
Toni Panetta, Amy Trewella, Krista
Whyte. photo courtesy ofthe Palmer Society
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The Athenian Ladies dress up as other
societies for a skit during rush. The
Ladies held their rush in mid-November. Many interested students spent
the day getting to know these lovely
ladies. Rush is a favorite event for
the Lady Athenians. photo courtesy of
Athenian Society

Sisters Allison Chavez, Marcy
Holmer, and Christina Sports are all
dressed up to welcome students to
their open house. Activities at open
house allowed the Athenians to get
to know fellow students and gave students a chance to meet the Ladies.
photo courtesy ofAthenian Society

Ashley Smith helps prepare for the society
open house by mixing
up a batch of the traditional Athenian punch.
Open house proved to
be a success for the Ladies with many interested students in
attendence. photo courtesy
of Athenian Society
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HAVE THOSE ATHENIAN LADIES
KEPT MAKING MEMORIES SINCE 1929?

WHY

ATHENIAN
LADIES
The Ladies have strong connections with the
current membership and with their alumni

thenian Ladies have been
making memories together since 1929. Over
the years, long lasting

fun as friends and as sisters. Allison
Chavez stated, 'My favorite part of being
an Athenian is all the friends I've made."
Not only do the Athenians have strong
connections with the current membership,

bonds of friendship have been formed. but they also maintain friendships with
Whether they joined to help in the cleanup their alumni. At homecoming the Ladies
at our campus

welcomed back former Athe-

Broadoaks School,

nians dating back to the class

or grouped to tell

of 1936. Christina Sports

sleepy time stories

summed up being an Athe-

or worked to prepare

nian Lady,' A lady means be-

back to school pack-

ing all you can be; going above

ages for returning

and beyond, taking pride in

students, the Athe-

being an individual." by Lisa

nians were having

Conlan
Athenian members:Krista Bishop,
Marisa Aparicio,Allison Chavez, Lisa
Conlan, Kim Escobar, Nancy
Franklin, Sonya Hernandez, Marcy
Holmer, Melissa Inman, Sylvi
Korhonen, Holly Lewis, Tanis Logan,
Raquel Ogaz, Christy Peoples, Jennifer Perkins, Felicia Rangel, Amy
Shajary, Jennifer Sissoyev, Ashley
Smith, Christina Sports, Michelle
Tautfest, Amanda Vaughn, Ginny
Wilbourn, Diana Wolt, Sarah Vielma
photo by K. Fisher
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WHAT DOES THE ORTHOGONIAN SOCIETY DO
HEARTS?

TO HOLD BROTHERHOOD SO CLOSE TO THEIR

BROTHERS
TOGETHER
They know what it means to be individuals and still
respect each other for what they do and the men
that they are.

rthogonian Brotherhood
was one of the strongest
bonds on campus. The
Orthogonians have done
many tasks this year. Some Society ac-

pond was completed this year. The 1997
Orthogonian pledge class consisted of five
men, including two freshmen, two seniors,
and a 96 graduate. "Having a graduate was
a shock to the campus, but it showed that
being an Orthogonian is much more then

complishments involved putting the fin- just partying. Everything we do as brothishing touches on the Nixon
ers strengthens our
Memorial and inducting five
B r o t h e r h o o d,"
new members to the society.

commented Billy

The Nixon Memorial on cam-

Pierro.The

pus was started upon the death

Orthogonians have

of the former U.S. and

two main beliefs in

Orthogonian president, Rich-

life; always give

ard M. Nixon. The memorial

100% and never

located by the Orthogonian

quit. by Billy Piero

Active and alumni
Orthogonians gather for
a picture at homecoming. Three of the
Orthogonians were
crowned royalty. Dave
Stimler was senior king,
Tyler Bardo and Billy
Pierro were junior and
sophomore prince, respectively. photo courtesy
of the Orthogonian Society
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Congratulating a new member, Dave
Stimler shakes hands with Nick
Perez. Stimler was president first semester and new member pledge master. Stimler said, "I was very proud
of the men that pledged this year, we
started with five and ended with five."
photo courtesy of Orthogonian Society

Mike Sarmiento enjoys himself at a
stag with the Palmers. Stags were a
way for male and female societies to
meet. Although the Orthogonians enjoyed a good party they would have
fun regardless the event as long as
they were with their brothers. photo
courtesy of Orthogonian Society

1996-97 Orthogonians. Front row (1r) Marcus Paredes, Billy Pierro, Tyler
Bardo, Mike Sarmiento, Nick Perez,
Dave Stimler, Nate Goetz, back row
(l-r) Doug Southerland, Robert
Knowles, Cory Johnson, Roogelio
Cruz, Chuck McCleod, Juancarlos
Martinez, Arturo Contreras. photo
courtesy of Orthogonian Society
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The Lancers enjoy a night out at Q's
in uptown Whittier. With the pressures of school and numerous
activites, Lancers still find time to
come together and have a little fun
away from school. Lancers take time
for campouts and stags as well. photo
courtesy of Lancer Society

Lancer president Stephen Benard enjoys hanging out with his brother Jeremy Curran. Spending time with
their brothers is just one of the many
aspects of being a part of the Lancer
family. The Lancers support their
brothers in every aspect of life, photo
courtesy of the Lancer Society

Brothers Miguel Vega
and Conrad Haro escape from campus with
a group of the Lancer
Society family to Q's
for a little brotherly
bonding and a game of
pool. The brothers enjoy having a good time
both on and off campus.
photo courtesy of Lancer Society
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STANDING FOR

MEMBERSHIP,

COMMUNITY, ACADEMICS

BROTHERHOOD,
AND FAMILY

LANCER
FAMILY
They have celebrated their brotherhood
for the last sixty-three years

ancer Society stands for
membership brotherhood, community, academics and family. The

the Lancers provided service to the community by their involvement in donating
turkeys to homeless shelters for Thanksgiving. The Lancers once again sponsored

Lancers have been celebrating their broth- the annual Erotic City and Mona Kai.
erhood for 63 years. Society members Erotic City had a great turnout - over 600
were involved both on and off campus. In- people. Dimas Diaz agreed going on to
dividual society

say, "When we put on an event,

members involved

we go all the way with it."

themselves in vari-

Conrad Haro summed up the

ous sports, theater

Lancer experience, "What it

production, COR,

comes down to is we like to

Student Alumni

have fun together. It's like a

Association and

family away from home, a fam-

the Quaker Cam-

ily you can depend on." by Lisa

pus. Off campus

Conlan
Lancer members: Bryan Atwater,
Kevin Au, Stephen Benard, Chris
Cardott, Jeremy Curran, Steve
Desmartez, Dimas Diaz, Keith Fisher,
Alonso Fuente, David Fujimoto, Kela
Gannon, Dana Gibeau, Trevor Goller,
David Gonzales, Conrad Haro, Steve
Huizar, Jascha Kaykas-Wolff, Eric
Lizer, William Macomber, Mark
Neria, Dan Piera, Reid Rokitta,
Joshua Rosenthal, Ken Shoji, Miguel
Vega, Gary Wick. photo courtesy Lancer
Society
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CHANCE MADE US SISTERS
BUT HEARTS MADE US FRIENDS

THALIAN
WOMEN
Diversity of the members was what made the
Thalian Society unique - friendship continued to
give the group its strength

halian women have a
saying, it is "Chance
made us sisters, but
hearts made us friends."

involved in activities such as COR, Program
Board, ISC, Hearing Board, and a variety of
sports. Together the society planned events
such as car washes, T.V. tapings, beach cleanups and pizza making fundraisers. The

The Thalians have been upholding the tra-

women also took part this year in a candlight

dition of friendship and sisterhood since

walk in L.A. to promote AIDS awareness.

1929. Whether they were do-

"We get involved and

ing campus activities, commu-

like to diverse our-

nity service, pledging, or just

selves," stated Viky

hanging out together, these

Yang. "We're indi-

women were making memories

viduals and we each

that would last a lifetime. What

bring something to

made the Thalian society so

the society to make us

unique was the diversity of its

strong." by Lisa

members. Thalian members were

Conlan

Students look over
Thalian paraphanalia
during open house held
in November. A time
for students to see what
societies enjoy doing,
visitors also got to
know the society members. Following open
house the society began
plans for rush. photo courtesy of Thalian Society
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The Thalian members pose with Jill
Caviezel, a member of the Homecoming court, at the Homecoming
game. New Thalians and old welcomed back the Thalian alumni during the homecoming activities.As
they say, once a Thalian, always a
Thalian. photo courtesy of Thalian Society
Sisters Vicky Yang and Jessica Sol
take time away from dancing for a
photo with friend Joe Mueller at the
Homecoming dance. The Thalians
took part in many of the Homecoming week events, including a brunch
with alumni, and attending the game.
photo courtesy of Thalian Society

Members : Ann
Belknap,Jen Bohlmann,
Jenn Bryning, Marcella
Castillo, Jill Caviezel,
Sherri Ganzon, Katherin
Germin,Alicyn
Gianukos,Rocio
Gutierrez, Ann Hickey,
Dede Hsien, Amy
Hutchinson,
Kelly
Kinnard, Lee Ann
Metivier,Tiffany Murrey,
Liz Nguyen, Diana Polo,
Janae Reyes, Jessica Sol,
Jerlene Tatun, Valerie
Termini, RobinToltzman,
Desiree Wagner, Jennifer
Windt, Vicky Yang, Yumi
Yamasaki, Laura Zyonec
photo by B. Pierro
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Julie Pennington, Danielle Perszyk,
and Julie Lawendowski socialized
while overlooking the lower quad.
Clusters of Metaphonian sisters like
these were seen everywhere around
campus. They prided themselves in
their sisterhood relationships. photo
by M. M. Botieff

Mets were rarely found alone; they
were always smiling and shouting
across the campus. They laughed,
ate, and socialized together. Here,
Aisha Hussain and Regina Sanchez
enjoyed a casual meeting in front of
Naylor Hall after class, photo by M. M.
Botieff

The Metaphonian Society are grouped tightly
in front of Naylor Hall.
Friendship and sisterhood are Metaphonian
traditions represented in
this group photo. Personal bonds, love, sharing, and happiness were
very important aspects
about the society. photo
by M. M. Botieff
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THIRTEEN METS GRADUATE, BUT NINE NEW
MEMBERS JOIN THE SISTERHOOD..."

WE
RULE!
...and we had the best Pledge Mistress ever,"
screamed a very excited Metophonian,
Danielle Perszyk

etaphonians infiltrated
the campus. "We're seen
and involved on campus;
even though," continued

time," added Julie Pennington. Met Society qualities of involvement helped take
their sponsored campus activities to success. Events such as the annual Green
Beer Party on St. Patrick's were well re-

Amanda Hill,"so many actives will gradu- ceived. Mets were friendly, dedicated to
ate." Mets cheerleaded Whittier games, the Sisterhood, and "have moved away
played soccer and

from the 'prototype Met' to a

tennis, were in-

more diversified society," as

volved in I.S.C, and

described by Amber Reynolds.

a Met was the

Pledge Mistress Amanda Hill

H o m e c o m i n g

praised the new actives. "It's

Queen. "We're not

evident that they love to share

just seen together

and love each other and the

on Mondays, but a

other Mets." by Mark Mark

majority of the

Botieff
Pledge sisters spotlighted during the
'97 Met Society new member Convocation were Mariessa Chambers,
Rachel Forgnone, Denise Manriquez,
Summer Martin, Julie Pennington,
Danielle Perszyk, Alisa Quist, Jen
Swisher, and Eilleen Ybarra. photo by
B. Pierro
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ie traditional rivalry
ainst Occidental plays
r more than just the
Lme. It plays for a
Dphy set of shoes, and
.e Poets failed to retrieve
eir belongings again this
ar. Stated Tom Koo, "It
as most depressing
cause it was the last
me of my senior year,
e worst game. In four
ars I never saw the
loes," courtesy of T Koo

ith a mixture of new coaches and players and

W

skilled veterans, the athletic department looked
promising as we anticipated a victorious year. After

having been granted varsity status in the spring of

'96, the women's lacrosse team drew heavily on the finesse and
strength of the players as they geared up for their introductory
season. The football team charged the field under new head coach
Bob Owens, and the men's lacrosse team sought to maintain their
conference championship.
Despite anticipated renovations to the Activites Center,
athletes strained and sweated before their seasons, and kept in
shape with an occasional game of pick-up basketball. We basked in
the sun while cheering the men's waterpolo team to the Western
Collegiate Waterpolo Finals in Colorado, and bundled up to
support the women's team on their way to Hawaii. The women's
volleyball team relied on each other to make the season a success,
and the cross country team sent juniors Claudia Murillo and Juan
Rodriguez to national competition. Throughout the year, we
wondered what obstacles we would overcome on our way to
victory, by Toni Panetta
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cross
country...
men and
women
qualify for
national
competition
In past years, the cross
country teams have enjoyed success with veteran runners setting
new personal and school records.
This year was slightly disappointing, as graduation cost the
team many of its veteran runners.
It was a year of rebuilding for Greg Phillips, coach of
the men's and women's teams.
Sophomore Raul Rios believed
that, "The team's freshmen
looked real good, and that in the
next couple of years the team
should improve."
The women's team was
hit hard by a lack of new talent.
Coach Phillips said, "I was recruiting in the C.I. at the beginning of the year." According to
Heather Backer, "The season

Sports
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went as well as could be expected. We had few returning
students, so it was hard to do as
well as in previous years."
The men's team was one
of the youngest teams in recent
years. Coach Phillips acknowledged, however, that "This was
one of the strongest teams I've
had, despite the influx of new
runners this year." The men's
team had seven freshmen runners, compared to only three seniors, and only eight total returning runners.
Both the men's and
women's cross country teams
praised Phillips for his work
ethic, training skills, and devotion to the teams. by Brian
Fitton

James Hunter runs alone at the NCAA
West Regional meet at Prado Regional
Park in Chino Hills. Hunter finished
52nd overall. The men's cross country
team finished 5-2 this year, good
enough for a third place finish overall
in the conference. It was a strong year,
thanks to the new freshman talent on
the men's team. photo by G. Phillips

'•'' •••

Myles Copeland runs uphill at the
NCAA Division III West Regional
Meet. Blood, sweat, and tears characterized the fighting spirit of both the
men's and women's cross country
teams. Head coach Greg Phillips had
his teams motivated and ready to run,
despite many set backs that were primarily due to injuries, photo by G. Phillips
Juan Rodriguez overtakes opponents at
the NCAA West Regional meet, during which he qualified for the National
meet in Illinois. Two runners made
Nationals from the Whittier team,
Claudia Murillo and Juan Rodriquez.
Both finished their seasons well, placing in the top five in their respective
classes, photo by G. Phillips

Katie German tries to overtake a competitor while running at the NCAA III
West Regional Meet at the end of the
season. The women's cross country
team had a difficult year, dealing with
injuries and many new runners. The
team ended with a record of 3-4, good
enough to take fifth place in the conference. photo by G. Phillips

Claudia Murillo runs to a fourth-place
overall finish at the West Regional
meet. Three runners were named to the
First Team all-conference, while the
second all-conference team included
three more Poet runners. First team
honors went to veterans Juan
Rodriquez, Claudia Murillo, and
Heather Backer. photo by G. Phillips
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During the second quarter, the Poet
offensive line stands just shy of the 30
yard line to run a play against Azusa
Pacific. The team hosted the game
against APU on September 28th. Even
with the home field advantage, the Poets were defeated 52-33 after a night
full of aggressive attacks by both
teams. photo by N. Renear

An Azusa Pacific defensive player
charges Whittier wide receiver Victor
Ruble during a crucial third-and-long
play. Ruble successfully received the
pass to gain first-down yardage. Ajunior who had played for the college since
his freshman year, Ruble was not far
from his hometown of Laguna Hills.
photo by N. Renear

Quarterback Coach Mike Owens, an
All-American in 1985, communicates
with the assistant coaches in the Press
Box in the stands. The football team
also had a new head coach, Bob Owens,
whose first goal was to rebuild the Poet
football program. He used new strategies to make his goal successful for
future seasons. photo by N. Renear

Coach Broderick Jackson sets the defensive linemen on the two-man sled
to test their skills. Adrian Davis, Semaj
Phenor, Spencer Carter, Jeremiah
Johnson practiced hard for the upcoming La Verne game. Each day, the football team dedicated many hours to their
program, both on the field and reviewing tapes. photo by S. Farfdn
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Running back Leo Mireles, number 11,
anticipates teammate Victor Ruble's
catch. Ruble, a veteran wide receiver,
completed the play to make a first
down and advance the ball in the home
game against Azusa Pacific. Mireles
helped enhance the strength of the
team's offense throughout the tough
season. photo by N. Renear

football...
a mixture
of blood,
sweat,
heartache,
tears, and
fulfillment
"Whittier College football is a mixture of blood, sweat,
tears, heart ache, and heart fulfillment that I am proud to be a
part of," Leo Mireles proclaimed.
Others may say that football was brutal, but coach Bob
Owens stated that the "misconception about football is the extra beating [players take], because in other sports, you get
beat up as well. The game of
football is played with skill and
aggressiveness." The skills and
aggressiveness were seen in all
of the games. The athletes do
not play just for themselves, but
they "play for the sense of team,
camaraderie, and family that
comes hand and hand with play-

ing," explained Jess Duncan, a
senior.
Nicholas Perez shared,
"I play football because I love
the game. It's a challenge to
compete at the college level
yet.. .1 am working hard to get
better."
The demands of football
were seen off the field as well.
As Geoff Stults explained, "athletes, due to their schedule, really have no time to procrastinate." The football players
learned to manage their time,
which helped them "...keep focused on studies." Joe Delaney,
a freshman, summed up why he
loved football: the "teammates,
camaraderie, and the ADRENALINE." by Sora A. Farfán
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waterpolo
men use
fresh skill
and
strength to
complete
season
. 0 0

The men's waterpolo
team had been on a winning
streak since day one. Their
secret? A common goal, a
common drive, and a common
determination.
The common goal for the
team was to make it to the
Western Regional Competition
in Colorado. To achieve this
they had to place 1st or 2nd in
league and beat Claremont, their
toughest competitor. With an
excellent record this season, their
goal was attained.
What kept the goal in
reach was the attitude of the team
itself. "We have a mood when
we get in the pool—to do what
we need to do," explained
second year player Augie
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Seaman. We all have our roles
to play and we know that. We're
looking at every challenge as
something that can make us
better." Goalie Joe Mueller, a
veteran of the team, attributed
part of the team's success to the
"strong leadership qualities of
Brent Moore and Chris
Schneider, the team captains."
New changes occurred
for this year's team before the
season even began. First, the
addition of two new freshmen,
C.J. Carty and Jason Manning.
"Carty and Manning are
going to be a big part of the
team," Seaman explained.
Second, Former player Mitch
Carty was made assistant coach.
by Lisa Conlan

Chris Schneider joins the men's
waterpolo team in Colorado Springs,
Colorado. The team did well enough
in their regular season play to earn a
spot in the Colorado tournament.
Schneider, an MVP from last year,
earned recognition as First Team All
SCIAC selection in the two-meter position. courtesy of D. Brown

Sophomore goalie Joe Mueller
stretches to defend against a shot by a
Santa Clara player in their 7-6 loss.
Coach Paul Gothold, who also coached
the women's waterpolo team, described
the Santa Clara loss as "emotional" and
said that this was a contributing factor
to the one sided loss to University of
California San Diego. courtesy ofD. Brown
Beating the Santa Clara defense on a
counter-attack to score is senior Brent
Moore. The Poets were defeated by
the 17th ranked Santa Clara in a 7-6
match up and went on to fall to the 10th
ranked University of California San
Diego. The tough losses did not keep
the men from going to Colorado to
compete. courtesy of D. Brown

Senior Dave Brown shows his form as
he takes a shot in the game against
Oxy. The Poets took their second
SCIAC loss with a 13-8 defeat by the
Occidental College Tigers in Whittier's
home pool. A stronger Whittier team
enjoyed their first .500+ season in the
past two years of competition in the
SCIAC league. courtesy of D. Brown

Senior Chris Schnieder shows power as
he is about to "slam dunk" a four-meter
penalty shot against Oxy. High-scoring games of the year included a victory over Villanova University on October 15th. Sophomore returner Augie
Seaman explained that, "This year's water polo team is a lot stronger than past
teams." courtesy of D. Brown
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Friends and family made up part of the
team followers for the Whittier men's
soccer team. "This year they've really
come together. They're here as a team
to work together," said spectator Zinat
Hooman. Her boyfriend Claudio
Ingrassia prepared to corner kick the
ball in to a fellow team member while
in the opponents' field. photo by S. Farley

Junior Derek B acorn feels the pain that
is associated with dedication to a sport.
Attempting to head the ball, he collided
so aggressively with an opponent that
he knocked out a tooth. Injuries,
though painful, were treated as an unfortunate part of the game that were
dealt with as needed. They did not,
however, stop play. photo by S. Farley
James McClellan looks on as Eric
Grobe lunges for the ball in a defensive maneuver. A seasoned player,
McClellan had experienced both European long-ball soccer and South
American short-ball soccer styles of
play in his many years of soccer. He
spent most of his time playing in Germany. photo by S. Farley

Following a foul by the opposing team, 1995 All American designee and First
Michael Tones prepares to kick the ball Team SCIAC selection Scott Manson
into play. Looking upfield, he success- brakes in front of a La Sierra player.
fully found the position of fellow Whit- His play was an integral part of
tier player Scott Manson, who contrib- Whittier's game. But as Gus Ramirez
uted 20 goals throughout the season. stated, "We're a pretty solid team from
Fans that attended Poet soccer were the back to the front." Every player
rewarded with well-prepared play from was of importance to the team's sucthe team. photo by S. Farley
cess this season. photo by S. Farley
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soccer...
men find
support
wit-i team
m orn ' s
dedication
to victory
In the past three years,
Rosalie Robles has only missed
one of the mens' soccer games.
As unofficial soccer mom, she
has travelled with the team as far
as Santa Cruz just to see her son,
Eric, play. It is Eric's final year
and admittedly, "It's sad to see it
end."
With this year's team,
Ms. Robles "sees a lot of improvement; a lot of camaraderie," although she wishes the
team "had more support; they
work really hard; a lot of times
I'm the only person at the
games." That maybe changing.
At games this year a sizable
crowd has been seen. For spectator Zinat Hooman, who's boyfriend Claudio Ingrassia is on the

team, she sees the sport growing in popularity. "It's a total
spectator sport, anybody can
come out; it's real casual. You're
close enough to the players that
you feel like you know them, not
like football."
That feeling of intimacy
is reflected by the phenomenal
dedication of the fans. William
McClellan drives two and a half
hours through the Mohave
Desert to see his son James compete in his first year on the team.
James played soccer for
eleven years, with most of that
experience coming in Germany.
William explained, "They have
a quality program here at Whittier; James really likes it." by
Seth Farley
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soccer...
scoreboards
do not
reflect
women ' s
drive under
new coach
If you've been to one of
the women's soccer games you
know that these women have one
thing in common: a love for
soccer. "We all want to be soccer
players and we all want to have
fun," commented second year
player Merdith Phiser.
The scoreboards did not
reflect the drive and
determination that the women
displayed. Although it was a
frustrating season, "the record
doesn't show how we really
play," reported Elizabeth Brass.
So what kept them going?
Captain Tanis Logan said,"Our
sense of humor. We like to have
a lot of fun and we like to have a
good time."
Phiser stated, "We have
Sport S
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a lot of heart and drive to be out
on the field."
The team agreed that this
was one of the better teams
Whittier has seen recently.
Logan explained, "We have a
more united group. Everyone
supports everybody. It's a really
good feeling to know that you
have your teammates behind
you 100%."
Phiser agreed, "It's much
better. Everyone is included and
every one is a [contributing]
member." Players adjusted to
the programs, strategies, and
goals of their new coach, Amy
Dawson. Phiser summed up the
team's goal of "keeping one
heart playing instead of a lot of
little hearts." by Lisa Conlan

Tanis Logan kicks the ball away from
an Occidental player. Although Oxy
won the match, Whittier played a good
game. "We have our flashes of brilliance," Logan shared. Logan is one
of two seniors on the team this year and
is also a co-captain. Logan, and English major, came from Vancouver,
Washington. courtesy of N. Renear

Sophomore Cindy Bock makes a pass
to center for a shot on goal. Bock was
a second year player and one of many
players who faced injury during the
season. "Bock is definitely... an inspiration to the team," shared teammate
Niccole Renear. Bock's hometown was
Portland, Oregon. She anchored the
defense. photo by N. Renear
Junior Megan Ekstrom plays aggressive offense in the Occidental game.
Ekstrom was a half back who ran between the offensive and defensive 18
yard lines. Ekstrom enhanced both the
offense and defense in the revised program this year. One of the goals for
the team was to form a new system of
defense. photo by N. Renear

Linda Pare and Janice Pare work together to take the ball down the field
during the Fontbonne game. Linda, a
senior, played defense while younger
sister Janice, a sophomore, played in
the midfield. Although Linda and
Janice are related, the team itself became a family for the players both on
and off the field. photo by N. Renear

Cindy Bock struggles to keep the ball
away from her opponent during an offensive attack against the team from
Fontbonne. Whittier lost to Fontbonne
but was not able to make up the loss in
another game. Because Fontbonne
traveled from Missouri, the usual division rematch during the season was not
a possibility, photo by N. Renear
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Renae Waestman completes a perfect
set as Kamala Klein pounds it over the
net for a point. Setting was an integral
part of success in volleyball. Setters
needed to place the ball high enough
in the air so that the attacker who spiked
it did not have to make any mid-air
adjustments in order to get the ball over
the net. photo by N. Renear

A great serve could mean the difference
between an ace for the offense and a
rejunvenating side out for the
opposition. Serving required
concentration, a strong arm, and
individual style. The perfect
combination of these traits made
Maricela Valdez a force to be reckoned
with on the court. photo by N. Renear
Ejan Kamlin proves that the key to a
successful defense is to save the team
from being scored against by receiving
and passing the ball to the setter.
Careful anticipation helped the offense
stay alert to score. Veteran player
Alicia Becker watched intently on the
side, poised and ready to receive any
pass that went awry. photo by N. Renear
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Yumi Yamazaki shows her incredible
flexibility by getting down low and
sacrificing her knee to save one for the
team. Flexibility was an important
aspect of volleyball. Sometimes
players needed to jump to block an
opponent's spike or they had to dive to
prevent it from hitting the ground. photo

Strong team sprit is the key to success.
After making a great play, team players
Renae Waestman, Kamala Klein,
Jennifer Bohlmann, Maricela Valdez,
and Yumi Yamazaki congratulated each
other. The women battled hard against
Pomona-Pitzer, losing by only a few
points during the three-game match.

by N. Renear

photo by N. Renear

volleyball...
women
spike it up
with friends
in a field of
tough
competitors
Bump, set, spike. Ace!
For the eleven women playing
volleyball, it was unadulterated
fun and a love for the game that
attracted them. "I've been
playing volleyball for the last six
years of my life and it's become
a part of me. It's fun," said
Amber Lawson.
Catie Profeta played
because, "We really get along
great. Since we all give a
hundred and ten percent every
time we're on the court, I'm sure
we're going to have a successful
season."
Camaraderie and high
intensity were the two most
attractive points for these
women. "I'm playing volleyball
because I love the sport, and I've

been playing for seven years,"
said Angela Smith, "I love the
intensity of the game."
Others would play
volleyball just because it's
volleyball, regardless of the
team's record or of their own
personal record.
"I love the sport. You
play out of personal enjoyment.
We're getting off to a slow start,
but we're steadily improving.
We have a young team, but we're
gaining a lot of experience," said
Renae Waestman.
The players managed to
turn a shared love of the game
into a team effort. Their
unending dedication overcame
the tough opposition within their
division. by Mary Beth Griffin
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b asketb all...
men use
teamwork and
will to win to
slam dunk
their
competitors
Mental stability was the
number one key to winning in
basketball this year. Teamwork
was the second. Coach Rock
Carter felt that, "I have a great
group of guys; a young team that
knows how to play. They are
definitely going in the right
direction.'
In his second year with
the team, Alvin Thompson stated
that, "Last year individual
players were better, but this year
the team as a whole is far better."
According to junior Curtis
Bonner, "We're a young team,
the players come out everyday
to practice." With nine out of the
fifteen players freshman the
team has the opportunity to grow
in the next three years. Bonner
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went on to say that, "Our record
may not show it, but when we
step on the court every game,
we're the best there is." Team
success was lead by Bonner in
his defensive play in rebounding
efforts.
"The program made a
great step forward from last
year..." said assistant coach
Alex Koer, "...our talent and
attitude prevailed leading to
more wins."
With only two members
graduating this year, "I'm really
looking forward to our next
season," said freshman Marc
Coronel. "...you better come
watch next year because we're
definitely looking for first." by
Tom Wright

The team comes together to hear the
wise words of their respected coach.
Coach Rock Carter saw great potential
in all his players. Throughout the season, Carter, worked each practice differently. He educated his players on
what to expect in each up coming
game; taking it one game at a time.
photo by T. Wright

Freshman Nathan Scoggin laughs and
responds to a comment made by Coach
Carter. Scoggin, having a great sense
of humor, helped keep the team's enthusiasm up. Throughout the year he
made a great offensive guard with his
perimeter shots and field goals; these
are two important areas for better scoring in basketball. photo by T. Wright
Alvin Thompson and Curtis Bonner
take a breather to listen to what Coach
Carter has to say about their game.
Bonner (66"), Thompson (65") and
Brad Willis(65") were the tallest players on the team this year. Being tall was
an important part of being a forward;
this helped the team score better on the
inside, photo by T. Wright

Marc Coronel moves to try and block Scrambling for position, the Poets try
Heath Kirschner from passing off the to gain control of the basketball.
basketball in a drill that lasted more Scrimmage was an important part of
than fifteen minutes. The players did trying out strategy and practicing ofmany of these types of drills; repeat- fence and defence. They helped each
ing plays over and over again helps the other out by giving it their best at evplayers know how to react on impulse. ery practice. By doing this, their ofThis helped Coronel and Kirschner fense and defense improved every
throughout the season. photo by T. Wright game. photo by T. Wright
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Christine Alcantara works with assistant coach, Ali Izumita, practicing the
left handed dribble. Forwards
learned how to dribble with both
hands. Mastering the ability of crossover dribbling made it very hard for
the defender to steal the ball when it
was being brought down the court.
photo by B. Fitton

Shannon Weeks shoots the basketball. Drills were an integral part of
practice. Head coach,Trish Van
Oosbree, always made sure that the
girls were focused at every practice.
"As a coach, she was great because
she expected a lot out of us, she knew
we had potential," said Deanna
Ballesteros. photo by B. Fitton

Christine Alcantara takes a break during a hard practice. Not only did the
women have to practice their offense
and defense; they had to run different plays for different situations and
do running drills every practice.
These drills helped them to be physically and mentally prepared for each
game. photo by B. Fitton

Kristi Izumita and Yumi Yamazaki
pause during a two-on-two defense
drill. In many games the defense was
just as, if not more important, than
the offense. They not only had to
protect the basket, but they also had
to box out their opponents to stop
them from getting the rebounds and
fast breaks. photo by B. Fitton
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Brenna Holcomb looks for an open
team member over the head of defender, Kristina Nasi. Quick passes
and fast thinking helped the Poets remain one step ahead of their opponents. The Poets also often used a
zone defense which enabled them to
anticipate the other team's next move
better. photo by B. Fitton

women 's
basketball...
uses
friendships
and positive
attitude to
improve
The women's basketball
team had a tough season due to
rebuilding after losing many players. Fortunately the team stuck together and grew throughout the
year as a team and as friends.
"Personally, it was a lot different
because everyone was new, and
we all had to get used to playing
with each other," said Brenna
Holocomb, the only senior.
The cohesiveness and camaraderie helped the teammates
to get and stay focused, even during the most stressful of games.
"A key factor was that everyone
got along well, and it made it
easier to get through the season,"
stated Christine Alcantara. "It
was one of the nicest teams I've
ever been on, it was very easy to
get along with everyone," said Kamala Klien.
Despite the fact that the
team all got along really well, they

didn't have a winning season. "We
improve every game," said Shannon Weeks. "We're a young team
this year so it's been a learning
and growing experience. We have
a lot of talent and heart; I'm sure
we'll have winning seasons in the
future," said Kristi Izumita.
"As a team we were very
close knit, and I enjoyed playing
with everyone because we became
very close friends," said Deanna
Ballesteros. Because the team
members were so close knit, the
general consensus was that they
had a successful season even
though the numbers may proved
otherwise.
"The score board didn't
show how good of a team we
were. Hopefully it will change
next year, with most of the team
members returning," commented
Selema Moliga. by Mary Beth
Griffin
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cheer
working to
bring
spirit and
enthusiasm
to Whittier
sports
. 0 *

"I've been on the squad
for three years, and every year the
talent gets better," stated Judy
Cervantes. Agreeing, Diane
Danoff went on to say that,
"There has been a positive, constant and significant improvement with the team." Judy
Cervantes added, "We had a positive outlook this year and the
more support we got from the
crowd motivated us to be even
better."
A male addition to the
team gave a new look to the
squad. "It's the first time we've
had a guy on the squad in years,"
stated Diane Danoff. "He has talent." Monique Perez also stated
that, "the addition of a male to the
Whittier College cheer squad
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showed that cheerleading is a
versatile sport." James
Villavert said that, "The neatest thing about the year was
meeting new people." He went
on to say, "This is something
that everyone should try, just
to have fun, if they are interested, whether you are a guy or
a girl . It was a fun experience
for me."
"We are diverse in performance level and style," said
Diane Danoff. The squad
cheered and danced to keep the
spirit and enthusiasm high at
home, and even traveled to the
away games during their vacation for the basketball players.
The squad kept the crowd going for the competing sports
team, by Naomi Goini

Stirring the fans to support Whittier,
senior co-captain Judy Cervantes leads
the squad in a yell. In her third year of
Whittier cheer, Cervantes still demonstrated high spirits rousing the crowd
to roar back. "The fans tell us that we
are getting better every year which
makes us want to work much harder,"
said Cervantes. photo by N. Renear

Melissa Inman, a first year squad
member, is an English major interested in working with children after
graduation. Only missing one away
game, the Whittier College cheer
squad travelled to games, and were a
continuing presence at the Whittier
College home basketball games. photo
by N. Renear

First male on cheer in years, junior
James Villavert added depth and interest to the team. "We were really
excited and thrilled to have a male on
the cheer squad, because it shows the
masculine side as well as the feminine
side of cheerleading," says one of his
teammates, Monique Perez. photo by
N. Renear

Co-captain junior Diane Danoff, and
Senior Veronica Valadez have never
missed a home game for the football
players. They have many talents and
"a positive outlook for the future,"
states Diane Danoff. Much of the current talent left the cheer squad as they
became graduates this year. photo by N.

Junior Monique Perez, senior Veronica
Valadez, and the captain of the team,
senior Heidi Heffner show their cheer
during the homecoming game with 26
- 17 win against Cal Lutheran. The
cheerleaders made a great contribution
to the homecoming game with new routines and cheers during halftime. photo

Renear

by N. Renear
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Breathing techniques go hand in hand
with proper arm strokes to provide an
efficient overall swimming method.
Breathing and arm strokes quickly create a pattern as swimmers practiced
kicking and breathing with aboard. As
in strokes, kicking provided the forward thrust to reach the other side.
photo by B. Fitton

Senior swim member Derek Morton
extends his time at the pool side shower
as he takes his long anticipated rinse
off after a chilly day at practice.
After spending time in a demanding
training session in the pool, a welcoming hot stream of fresh water was a
great way to warm up and to wash all
the chlorine off.
First year student Jaime Gratz eagerly
swims past a fellow swimmer as she
begins a series of laps consisting of
various swimming strokes. The most
common swimming stroke being the
freestyle is the stroke of choice in long
distance swimming. One of the least
known strokes is the sidestroke. photo
by A. DeRego

Two heads bob up and out of the water
as swimmers pause during one of their
daily practices to take a quick breather
from doing laps in the pool. The small
Poet team of swimmers can work out
in comfort as the pool is heated to a
comfortable eighty-one to eighty-five
degrees during the cold months of the
season. photo by B. Fitton
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Junior Dee-Dee Hsieh concentrates on
form as she displays her diving position just before entering the water.
Long and hard hours of practice are
put into the men's and women's swimming team. Serious dedication and
discipline resulted in shaved and improved times for the team. photo by A.
DeRego

men 's and
women' s
swimming...
mental
strength,
enthusiasm,
dedication
"We had a small team
this year so a lot of emphasis was
on individual performance. All
the swimmers improved from
meet to meet. We look forward
to swimming fast at finals. The
teammates are close because it
is such a small team with a close
atmosphere. We all became
pesonal friends, shared senior
Derek Morton. With only a total of eight people, four men and
four women, on the swimming
team the small numbers allowed
the team to bond readily.
Swimming is mostly an
individual sport that constantly
demands determination and a
"go-get 'em" attitude. Although
there were some difficulties the
team experienced due to their

small size, "individually we've
gotton stronger but as a whole
we can't compete with the larger
teams.
Starting their practices
with a larger number of swimmers, the team lost some as the
season progressed. In the process they became a stronger
team, relaxed at first but then the
coach cracked down on practices. "People that wanted to
work hard and improve on their
time were there, which made it
easier for the team. We didn't
mess around. I wish to improve
on the school records that I already have," added veteran
swimmer Brent Moore. Teamwork was the key to motivation.
by Aaron DeRego
sports
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women 's
waterpolo.
work to
combine
fresh talent
with raw
power
•1

As the women's Whittier
College waterpolo team geared
up for another challenging
season, long hours and cold
nights had soon become"dejavu' for Heather Rudin and
Tamara Walker, two of five thirdyear returning waterpolo players.
With the addition of
several new players, "1 feel this
season with the new rookie
talent, in combination with all
the experienced returners will
make for a strong and aggressive
team," stated Rudin. Rookie
players coupled with the
experience of returning
waterpolo teammates made for
an enthusiastic and pumped-up
team. "I've never played before
and I feel that everyone is
supportive and helpful in
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teaching the new people," stated
a rookie team member, adding
that, "We're all good friends!"
With a total of six new
players who had not played
waterpolo before coming to
Whittier College, the new
players mixed with the old
allowed the team to experience
three distinct levels of play.
Longtime
rivals,
Redlands and Pomona offered a
winning opportunity that required determination, skill and
mental readiness.
The real challenge was
Claremont, "I think our team's
gonna be good this year.' stated
Rudin. With lots of potential to
stand-out, "this is the best team
I've seen since I've been here."
by Aaron DeRego

Heather Rudin grasps the ball as she
makes a pass to a fellow player. In her
third year of waterpolo, her experience
and skills are a great asset to the success of the team as a whole. With the
potential to lead above third place and
reach first place, Rudin was a strong
force that added greatly to the overall
teamwork. photo by A. DeRego

Waterpolo coach Paul Gothold looks
on as his players start another energetic
practice. Also coach for the men's
waterpolo team, coach Gothold has an
intricate knowledge of strategy and
teamwork. Having six new players,
Coach Gothold looked forward to another challenging season. photo by A.
DeRego

With arms stretched high in the air, junior Jamie Long successfully blocks a
passing throw of the ball from one of
her fellow teammates as thus begins
another strenuous practice session.
Tough practices and long hours start to
pay off as determination and drive begin to show in the player's attitudes.
photo by A. DeRego

Third-year waterpolo player, junior
Dee-Dee Hsieh takes a quick break
from daily swimming laps. Most
waterpolo practices started off with
5-10 laps before the ball ever got into
the pool. Throwing the ball was another skill that waterpolo players mastered to successfully implement strategies. photo by A. DeRego

Coach Paul Gothold prepares the players with strategy and technique exercises. The skills gained at practices can
pull the team through a particularly
hard match as the final seconds begin
their countdown either making or
breaking the game. Many chilly practices went late into the night. photo by
A. DeRego
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After a fast break, Scott Garry transitions to the offense. Garry was a
senior from the east coast. The lacrosse team had a good combination
of returners along with new players
complementing the skills of the returners. With the mix of talent and
leadership the tradition of excellence
should continue, photo by B. Pierm

Geoff Inariri makes a fast break from
his opponents as he runs back to the
offense. Janiri is a senior defensive
player from the state of New York.
The Lacrosse team started practicing
three weeks prior to the season to
ensure their winning the Western College Lacrosse League championship.
photo by B. Pierro

Facing off against his opposition,
Pete Pietryka works hard to attain the
ball. Pietryka is a senior from the
state of New York. The men's Lacrosse team has an abundance of
players from the east coast as well as
many of their competitors are not
from the state of California. photo by
B. Pierm
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Geoff laniri a veteran defense player
checks a BYU opponent to help with
their 16-8 win against the Cougars.
The lacrosse team does many projects
around the school such as volunteering at churches. Coach Locker wants
his players to be well-rounded after
their four years at Whittier. photo by

Defending his goal from a Bringham
Young University predator trying to
score against him, freshmen Ken
Ohlbaum shows what good goal tending is all about. Ohlbaum allowed
only 8 points that helped the Poets to
ensure a win 16-8 against BYU in
their first game of the season. photo

B. Pierro

by B. Piero

lacrosse...
continue
their
tradition of
excellence
with high
scores
'D

Spring semester began
with the Whittier College Lacrosse team in perfect form, as
usual. In their first game of the
season the Poets beat Bringham
Young University by a score of
16-8. The Poets were on a revenge path because they were
rejected for consideration to
compete in the NCAA Divisional III Championship Playoffs after winning the Western
College Lacrosse League
championship once again.
"Since the beginning of
the season we worked hard
through all of our difficulties to
accomplish the results we
wanted to reach," stated freshman Gordy Topper. With a
mixture of young and old talent the lacrosse team had many
obstacles in their way.

Throughout all these obstacle
the team still had a successful
season.
While numerous sports
teams at Whittier have taken
many years to attain their winning tradition, the lacrosse
team, being relatively young,
have attained this tradition in
only their tenth year. The lacrosse players are a very closeknit group on and off the field.
When they weren't practicing,
the lacrosse team was giving
back to the community through
service projects like volunteering at a homeless shelter.
With the combination
of talent, a love for the sport,
and a special bond between the
players, Whittier lacrosse has
found the formula for a lasting
tradition, by Billy Pierro
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women 's
lacrosse...
a rough
start leads
to unity
and team
spirit
The Women's Lacrosse
team was overly anxious to start
this season. Why? This was the
first year that women's lacrosse
was recognized as a varsity sport
at the college.
"This season is one in
which we have had to overcome
hurdle after hurdle" said
defense's Susie On.
The first hurdle occurred
when coach Amy Dawson quit
before the Poets had even played
their first game. Danielle Huval
stated that "despite this obvious
setback, the team is confident in
our two new coaches."
The next hurdle came as
a result of the small team size.
With only 15 on the team's roster,
the team had little room to
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breathe. Marisa Aparicio
stepped up to the open goalie
position and was "kickin' butt in
the cage" according to On.
"This year is going to be
action packed with a lot of trips,"
said sophomore Erin Pittenger.
Erin was one of three Coloradans
on the team, all of which were
excited about the road trip to
Colorado this season to play in
front of family and friends.
Jen Esty commented that
"the transition from club to
varsity status has been
challenging and exciting for the
team." Center Krista Whyte and
Attack Audrey Whitehead
helped lead the team to find unity
and drive despite the rough start.
by Keith Fisher

Practice is a crucial part of this year's
routine. "Practice allows us to fine tune
our skills, to eliminate mistakes, and
to begin to work as a team," remarked
Senior Danielle Huval. Whether it was
exhausting drills or just a coach's advice, good practices make for great
games and a great season. photo courtesy
of Women's LAX

Junior Krista Whyte looks on intently
during an evening practice. Whyte, the
team's center, played a big role in leading the Poet's powerful offensive attack. Power and speed were definite assets for Whittier this year with explosive attack and wing players, accompanied by a strong defense. photo courtesy of Women's LAX
Seniors Michelle Tautfest and Danielle
Huval battle for possession of the ball
as they take their sticks to the ground.
Typical of the team this year, tough play
is combined with skill and a determination to win every challenge. Both
players bring out-of-state experience to
the team. photo courtesy of Women's LAX

A shot on the goal is attemped by Laura Protecting the "cage" this year is senior
Kelley. Unfortunately for goalie Marisa Aparicio. Marisa, who is playMarisa Aparicio, the ball was a little ing her second and final season with
quicker than the eye. During practice the Poets, wants "to see everyone workthere are no winners or losers, the of- ing together this year." Although this
fense needed to score and the defense was her first year starting, Marisa won
needed to stop them. Scrimmaging the respect of her teammates quickly
gave a game-like feel to an everyday with great saves at the beginning of the
year. photo courtesy of Womens LAX
practice. photo courtesy of Women's LAX
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Junior Aaron Shade launches a pitch
to his opponent. Shade was a pitcher
from La Serna high school which is
located in Whittier. Many of the players were from the California area.
With players coming from California
many of their parents had the opportunity to come and watch their sons
play baseball, photo by B. Pierm

Sophomore Jay Brown digs into the
plate while awaiting a pitch from his
opposition. Brown was a returner to
the team who went to high school in
Whittier. The Poets had a good combination of returners and freshmen on
the team this year. Brown played left
field and was a strong batter. photo by
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First baseman Tony Governale slides
into second base against his opponent
from Claremont. Governale was a
freshmen. With the multitude of
freshmen on the team this year the
baseball team developed into a strong
group with a tradition that will last
for the next three years. photo by B.
Pierto
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Bunting the ball, Sophomore Russ
Bumgarner works hard for the team.
Bumgarner played football as well as
baseball. Many of the players on the
baseball team played other sports.
Year round sports helped to keep the
players in shape and they used skills
to be a well-rounded athletes. photo

Freshmen catcher Ean White watches
closely as his opponent tries to bunt.
White acted as the starter for Poet
baseball in his first year on the team.
White along with teammate Ila Borders received much attention for their
contributions to the success of the
Whittier baseball team. photo by B.

by B. Pieriv
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baseball.
youth and
talent
helped the
team start
winning
tradiiti on
.1
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With spring coming and
the sun heating the temperatures,
it was apparent that another season of Poet Baseball was about to
begin.
The Whittier College
Baseball team had a year filled
with ups and downs. With a mixture of freshmen, transfers, and returners the team pulled their talent together and showed how the
team could play the sport.
"We are a young team
with unlimited potential, I expect
great things out of us in the years
to come," commented center
fielder Will Simmons.
"This season has been
about respect and I feel that we
have established that. In years to
come we will be a force to be reckoned with," said Sean Kane.
Ila Borders was one of the
teams starting pitchers, she was
also the first female to play for the

team. Borders was a transfer from
Whittier Christian Community
College who brought talent to
team which helped them have a
successful season.
Ean White was another
star on the team, he said "I know
as a freshmen leader on the Poet
baseball team my desires, goals,
and dedication will equal success
in the game."
Many of the players gave
their 100% this season and they
had positive outlooks for the future of the ball club. "So far I am
really excited in what I have seen
in the team. If we play up to our
ability we should be competitive,"
commented Sophomore returner
Russ Bumgarner.
Geoff Rudolph summarized this year by saying, "We had
high times as well as low times
even when times were bad they
were still good." by Billy Pierro
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softball...
women
combine
experience
and unity
for a strong
season
The women's softball their strong communication in the
team was well experienced; most field will lead to many wins. "Our
of the girls were seniors and had strength is our defense, definitely.
played together for four years. We still need to work on our hitTheir experience and unity as a ting when we face slower pitchteam was a strong factor in their ers, yet we can hit excellent
success during the season. "I love against fast pitchers," said Yvonne
playing with a team where every- Juarez.
one seems to get along really
Overall most of the playwell," said Sarah Hendin.
ers credited outside influences,
Their tight bond helped unity and experience, as important
them to hone their defensive and as talent and skill in their secret
offensive skills on the field. "We to success. "The team played toare playing tighter defensively gether better this year than in the
than any team I've played with in past four years. Experience and
my four years here," said Lisa team unity really helped build a
Nunn. "We are an experienced good team, plus the fact that most
team with eight seniors. We of the girls have played on the
should do well in league and sur- school's team for four years, that
prise a lot of people," said Patricia helped improve the season," said
Juarez. The team expects that Lorna Bell. by Mary Beth Griffin
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Team work is a large part of a good
softball team. Patricia Juarez, Lisa
Nunn, and Lorna Bell worked together to make the third out in a game
against UC San Diego. Although
they were shutout 3-0, it was excellent preparation for SCIAC competition. The Poets were very proud their
unstoppable defense. photo by B. Fitton

Linda Pare sprints to first base trying
to beat out -the throw. Lack of speed
runners hurt the Poets a bit but they
were able to make up for it by having
excellent hitters. Once on base, the
Poets were able to use smart base running and effective offensive strategies
to win many close games. photo by B.
Fitton

Danielle Lopez prepares to hit this one
"outta the ball park." By having a
strong offense culminated with a superior defense the Poets thought of this
season as an opportunity to make an impressive showing in SCIAC before all
the seniors graduated and they had to
rebuild the entire program next season.
photo by B. Fitton

Deborah Holland prepares to slide
into second to beat the throw. The
softball team often had an opportunity to capitalize on the errors of their
opponents, in fact, many of those errors turned into runs for the Poets.
Smart base running was one of the
skills the Poets could regularly used
to their advantage, photo by B. Fitton

Patricia Juarez and Rosario Samayoa
get ready to field a hit. Backing up
and relays were integral parts of the
Poets impenetrable defense. By having almost an all senior line up, the
softball team was able to capitalize
on the four years of Whittier softball
experience held by the majority of
players. photo by B. Fitton
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Second year W.C. tennis player Keala
Hughes struts his stuff as he prepares
to make a return ball contact with his
backhand go as smooth as possible.
Tennis is a fast sport that involves
quick reflexes and nimble agility.
Stated Hughes, "Lightness on the feet
is the key" to getting a successful hit.
photo by B. Fitton

Senior Captain Mark Hoogs fires a
return forehand to a fellow player
across the court. The ability to maintain the skills and the consistency
was an essential part of gaining success in the tennis world. As a strong
and aggressive player, Mark contributed greatly to the team. photo by B.
Fitton

Experienced player and newcomer to
Whittier tennis Michael Tung
swings hard and low as he returns the
ball with a powerful double-armed
forehand. Time and dedication were
required to perfect and fine tune tennis strokes to provide an accurate and
consistenct shot everytime. photo by
B. Fitton

Freshman newcomer Eric Waters sits Michael Tung shows us his prepared
patiently with fellow teammate Seth stance as he is about to return an inFarley as they watch a match against coming ball. "We are working well
Biola University, which played out to as a team, even though its an india 6-3 loss. Eric, a Theatre major from vidual sport," commented freshman
Sunnyvale, California looked for- tennis player Eric Waters.
ward to another chance on the courts. "Everyone on the team supports evphoto by B. Fitton
eryone else." photo by B. Fitton
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men' s
tennis...
power,
precision,
speed and
a goal to
be best
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The men's tennis team
had a tough beginning. With the
loss of all of the team except for
three members and with participation in one of the most difficult
conferences around, it has been an
uphill battle. 'We lost a lot of
players this season so we weren't
sure what was going to happen.
A lot of good new members came
out and we have one of the tightest and strongest teams since I've
been here. Everyone gets along
really well," said Mark Hoogs.
Despite the tough competition, the players seem confident
in their abilities. "This year's team
looks like it's got a lot of good talent. We have good potential of
going far in the season," said Sean
Sakimae.
The size of the team has
helped to boost the confidence of
all of the players. "The season
seems to be going pretty well.

We've had quite a large turnout
of players. It's the biggest team
we've had in a few years. I just
hope we have some fun and win
some matches," said Seth Farley.
The threat of close games and
possibly losses does not intimidate the players.
"The
competition's pretty tough. We're
in a very difficult conference,
most of our competitors are nationally ranked, but the team gets
along really well and we'll have a
successful season regardless of
what our record shows," said Joe
Kozel.
Despite the very challenging competition, the twelve
members of men's tennis worked
as a team to play and create a
strong presence in SCIAC. "In the
beginning we played as individuals but in the end we played as a
team," said Keala Hughes. by
Mary Beth Griffin
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women 's
tennis...
open minds
and good
attitudes
achieve
goals
The women's tennis
team had two goals this season.
The coach, Johnathan Meer,
wanted to finish the season at
.500 which meant the team
would have to win half of their
meets. The girls, however,
wanted to have fun and win!
And that's exactly what they
did. The team came on strong.
"We've got a lot of spunk. I
think we're really strong," stated
Nancy Franklin. Another
bonus: the team had many new
players, five of which were
freshman, as well as returning
players. "We have a wide range
of players this year. Some are
just beginners and others have
been playing for years," said
sophomore Erica Strode. As
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with any other sports team, these
women depended on the strength
and support of each other to
achieve their goals. "Everyone
has an open mind and good
attitudes. We're all very
encouraging to each other and
that helps us a lot," reported
freshman Jennifer Swisher.
Nancy
Franklin
agreed
saying, "Together we work really
well."
This season the team had
difficulty with conflicting class
and game times. "We're playing
a lot more games this year. Some
have to miss the afternoon
matches because of class,"
reported Franklin. The women
learned a lot about the game of
tennis, by Lisa Conlan

Freshman Jennifer Swisher works on
her swing during one of the team's
many practices. This is Jennifer's first
year on the team and she enjoyed playing with the wide range of players this
season. About her experience with the
team, Swisher stated, "Everyone has
enthusiasm and is very open." photo by
B. Fitton

Women's tennis coach, John Meer,
watches a contest during the match
against Azusa Pacific. Unfortunately
teams in the past have not had the same
coach consistantly for more than two
years, which has made it difficult for
the team to develop solid strategies.
The mental game was as important as
the physical game. photo by B. Fitton
Freshman Jennifer Jackson returns her
partner's serve during practice. Team
members played an important part in
helping develop strengths and skills of
fellow team members. "Everyone has
an open mind and good attitude. We
are very encouraging to each other and
that helps us a lot," stated Jennifer
Swisher. photo by B. Fitton

Jennifer Jackson and Jennifer Swisher
work together in a match against Azuza
Pacific. Doubles players depended on
each other to help win a match. Good
communication was essential for the
win.These players learned the meaning of team work to win. Doubles players focused on each other's strengths
as well as weaknesses. photo by B. Fitton

Shefali Desai, a senior, concentrates on
her opponent during the team practice.
Practices were crucial for the team's
performance. The consistent use of
warm up drills, and drills focusing on
swing, speed, and form improved team
performance. The team also practiced
against each other in singles as well as
doubles play. photo by B. Fitton
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Second year returning sophomore
track and field member Chris Dagne
looks on in determination as he psychs
himself up for another go at the polevaulting event. With practice and skill,
Chris learned the best way to place the
pole to receive optimum height when
springing over the line, photo by A.
DeRego

Third year member Art Rich quickly
shows proper technique when handling
a sixteen pound ball of lead. In the
shot-put event the key was to get the
lead ball to go as far away from you as
possible without rolling the ball.
Sounds easy? Technique and strength
were everything in the shot put as Art
demonstrated. photo by A. DeRego
As a second year returning track and
field member, Katie German works out
in the long distance runner position.
German explained that, "Our strengths
are sprinting and long distances." With
a team mostly comprised of new freshman, each team member was responsible for polishing his or her own
unique skills. photo by A. DeRego
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Another day of track and field practice
begins with group stretching exercises
to loosen any tight muscles. Junior
Alonso Fuente had a determined look
on his face as he reached a little further towards his ankle. "Its great because we're a team and we get to cheer
for each other," stated Fuente. photo by

Matt Stuart and Matt Kostrubala begin to stretch their legs before beginning their daily run. Stretching was
an important part of the daily routine,
helping to decrease the potential for
muscle or bone injury. Running required strong leg muscles and bone to
withstand stress from running. photo

A. DeRego

by A. DeRego

track and
field...
a combo of
stamina,
strength,
stability &
skill
"They are out there working hard
everyday,I commented
Whittier's track and field coach
Greg Phillips. Physical preparation combined with mental readiness was the key to a successful
season for the track and field
Poets. With each member of the
team contributing his or her own
unique talents and strong points,
the team withstood tough competition in events from long-distance running to the shot put.
"Focusing on individual improvements will be the emphasis this year," shared runner
Katie German. As a second year
track and field member, German
has kept up with her running to
build up strength, stamina and to
maintain high endurance level

needed in long distance running.
A typical practice would include
a 45 minute run coming to
around 7.5 miles daily. Track
and field was a sport that relied
heavily on self motivation, practice and conditioning. "The new
members will add to the overall
success of the team," added second year track and field member Curtis Galvin. Curtis had to
practice long and hard to get the
correct footing necessary to clear
the bar in the high jump. Although track and field was
mostly an individual sport, "We
get along well with each other.
This is a larger team since I've
last been on the team," commented Hay Cheam. by Aaron
DeRego
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golf...
strength,
commitment,
competitive,
with the
goal
achieved
16

"The team has improved
immensely," stated Coach Mitch
Carty. "There is strength,
commitment and a small goal
that we have achieved." Carty
went on to explain, "My initial
goal was to have a team of six to
seven people that were
conscientious about playing and
I wanted them to be very
competitive. The team now has
achieved that goal."
The teammates agreed
with their coach and Kenton
stated, "The goal for the team is
to win a meet." Sophomore
John Givler also explains that
their strength is, "the diversity
and the strength of personal
commitment." "Going out and
competing against other groups
Sports
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is the goal of the team," says
Edwin Failano.
"The team mates that I
have are really fun to play with.
We are supportive of one another
and they are nurturing," said
Edwin Failano. Kenton Hill
added, "We are a close knit
group of guys that really get
along and shoot good scores and
have fun." John Givler said that
the best thing about the team was
"the guys that I play with. We
have improved from the
previous years and are much
more dedicated. Golf is a
personal sport and being able to
share with one another is very
helpful." Coach Carty explained,
"I'm happy with the commitment
and the drive from the whole
team." by Naomi Gomi

Team captain, Anthony Scorcia tees
off on the first hole. "Anthony is very
supportive and he is the other link that
keeps us together as a team," stated
Edwin Failano. Coach Mitch Carty also
explained that, "his maturity and life
experience," was the reason for him
to choose him as the captain, photo by N.
Gomi

With a handicap of 12, Kela Gannon
swings with a natural fade and is working on reducing his tendency to slice.
Gannon and his teammates faced tough
competition this season with opponents
like the University of California at San
Diego. They were overpowered in the
UCSD match against consistent shooting in the 70s. photo by N. Gomi
"The whole team has improved," stated
Edwin Failano. He continued saying,
"We are a cohesive unit that gets along
rather well and Mitch our coach is a
very unifying person that keeps us together." He believed the golf team
would get better with a "strong freshmen, and with people capable of shooting." photo by N. Gomi

Hauling buckets of practice balls, John
Givler gets ready for another few hours
of intense golf related activity. He
works at the local Friendly Hills Country Club golf course. John's passion
for golf went beyond practice to his
social well being. Givler's motto is,
"keep the past behind you and focus
what's ahead of you." photo by N. Gomi

Nick Poulsen, sophomore practices at
the range of the Country Club where
they practice three times a week to improve individual skills. "We have little
challenges that we need to overcome
but we have potential to win," states
Edwin Failano. Poulsen adds, "We want
to win meets and I just want to get my
game down." photo by N. Gomi
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announced the beginning of the Capital Campaign.
We saw the start of renovations at Naylor Hall. The

football team came through where it counted with the first Homecoming victory in years. We cheered the Women's Lacrosse Team
as they played their first season as a varsity squad. Nationwide we
watched as Bill Clinton was reelected for a second term. We saw
Newt Gingrich come under charges for ethics violations. The
Yankees won. The Packers recreated Titletown. We had front row
seats to the O.J. show, along with the rest of the country. Star Wars
returned for a new generation.
The loss of Geology and SPA as majors was mourned but the
additon of a Women's Studies minor was seen as a needed and
welcome improvement. As the year wound down to a close we
looked back on fond memories and said good bye to friends, but at
the same time, we anticipated an exciting summer and an eventful
fall. by Mary Beth Griffin
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photo 1yN. Renea,

Mike Garpey relaxes on the steps
of Naylor Hall while catching up on
reading. Many sought refuge in the
shade of Naylor during the hot afternoons. It was a great place to rest
between classes or a convenient
place to meet friends after classes.
Naylor's doors were reopened to begin renovations, photo by A. Vaughn

Elizabeth Valsamis and Nicole
Garcia take a short cut behind
Campbell to their own hall, Harris
D. The stairs winding past
Campbell were a great relief to
weary students who did not want
to make the trek up Earlham. ASPECT progam was housed in
Campbell. photo by N. Renear
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